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ABSTRACT
To make a static or dynamic structural engineering analysis of a
structure laminated of fiber-reinforced composite material, one must
know beforehand the macroscopic equivalent orthotropic plate properties
of a single layer. In the case of a monofilament composite layer,
which consists of only a single row of parallel, equally spaced rein-
forced filaments embedded in the matrix material, flexural and twist-
ing stiffness analyses must be carried out in addition to the in-plane
and thickness-shear stiffness analyses owing to the inhomogeneous pro-
perty distribution along the thickness direction of the layer.
In this work are carried out elastic and damping analyses result-
ing in determinations of all of the various stiffnesses and associated
loss tangents for the complete characterization of the elastic and damp-
ing behavior of a monofilament composite layer.
For the determination of the various stiffnesses, either an
elementary mechanics-of-materials formulation or a more rigorous
mixed-boundary-value elasticity formulation is used. The solution for
the latter formulation is obtained by means of the boundary-point least-
square error technique. .
Kimball-Lovell type damping is assumed for each of the con-
stituent materials. For determining the loss tangents associated with
the various stiffnesses, either the viscoelastic correspondence principle
or an energy analysis based on the appropriate elastic stress distribution
is used.
iii
The numerical results obtained from this analysis compare favorably
with some existing analytical and experimental results for various
practical combinations of constituent .materials, specifically boron-
epoxy, boron-aluminum, and E glass-epoxy composites. Finally a
complete set of property curves for a boron-epoxy monofilament com-
posite for a frequency range of 50 to 2,000 Hz are presented to
facilitate elastic and damping analyses of a structure consisting of
multiple layers of such a composite. Design data for other composites,
namely, boron-aluminum and E glass-epoxy, which are valid for a
similar frequency range, are summarized in tabulated form. Complete
computer program documentation and listing are given to facilitate
calculations of monolayer property values for other composites.
IV
SYMBOLS
A cross-sectional area of a typical rectangular mono-
filament element
A a general m x n coefficient matrix
A transpose of A
A ann x nsymmetric matrix defined in eq. (A-5)
A,,A cross-sectional areas of the respective fiber and
matrix regions in a typical rectangular element
A heredity constants, eq. (B-21)
a(x,),a(x») wave amplitudes at positions x.. and x.
a ,a -,a free-vibration amplitudes corresponding to the i-th,
1 i-t-i i-i-n ,,.,x_h> and (i+n)th cycles
a, coefficients of the fiber-region series solution to the
Prandtl torsion problem
a initial amplitude
a ,a' coefficients of the biharmonic series solution to eq. (20)
n n
 valid in the respective fiber and matrix regions (i=f,m)
B constant defined in eq. (118)
B n-dimensional column vector of prescribed boundary values
K an n-dimensional column vector defined in eq. (A-6)
b material damping coefficient defined in eq. (B-10)
b critical material damping coefficient
b, ,b , coefficients of the matrix-region series solution to
the Prandtl torsion problem
b ,b' coefficients of the biharmonic series valid in the re-
n n
 spective fiber and matrix regions (i=f,m)
C damping coefficient defined in eq. (B-22)
C' damping coefficient defined in eq. (B-8)d
Cw, empirical constant factor
C.^ .C.. fiber-matrix interface, inter-element, and external
boundaries, respectively
c viscous damping coefficient
c Kelvin-Voigt complex damping coefficient defined in
eq. (B-4)
DI 1 longitudinal flexural stiffness
D.2 Poisson flexural stiffness
D»7 transverse flexural stiffness
D,, twisting stiffness
DO
d distance between the origin and the center of the n-th
element fiber; see fig. 7
E Young's modulus
E,.,E Young's moduli of the fiber and matrix materials, re-I m ,
spectively
E. equivalent Young's moduli (i=x,y,z)
E 1 , , £ _ » , £ _ « Young's moduli of a specially orthotropic material in
II
 x^directions (i=l,2,3)
E^j equivalent Young's modulus for flexural loading
2
E mean-square error
Ei(u) exponential integral defined in eq. (B-18)
e base of the natural logarithms, e ~ 2.7183
F(T]) function defined in eq. (51)
F exciting force amplitude
F, damping forced
F (p).F'(p) functions of the normalized radial coordinate p
defining the series representation of the matrix-
region Airy stress function, eq. (55)
F spring force
S
F F2'F3'F4 integrals defined in eqs. (136,137,182, and 183)
G shear modulus
VI
G f , G m shear moduli of the respective fiber and matr ix '
materials
4^4'^ 55'^ 66 composite shear moduli: transverse thickness-shear,
longitudinal thickness-shear, in-plane
g loss tangent
g, parameter of the Biot model
gE-.,etc. subscripted loss tangents where the subscripts (i.e.
refer to the associated moduli or stiffnesses; for example,
8Eii signifies the loss tangent associated with the major
Young's modulus EJJ
HPMF half-power magnification factor
h total thickness of a single layer
I centroidal rectangular moment of inertia per unit length
of a longitudinal cross section
I ,1 principal rectangular moments of inertia of a typical
repeating cross section
I_ weighted moment of inertia defined in eq. (119)
i unit imaginary number ^ /"-T
K shear coefficient
k,k spring constant, complex spring constant
k* stiffness associated with the total in-plane force
k'1 complex spring stiffness defined in eq. (B-12)
k Kelvin-Voigt complex stiffness defined in eq. (B-3)
k' Kimball-Lovell complex stiffness defined in eq. (B-ll)
L effective length of spring
•Ln natural logarithm
log logarithm with base 10
N bending moment per unit width
MF, MF1 magnification factors defined in eqs. (B-38) and (B-16)
m mass
n normal coordinate; degree of heredity, eq. (B-21)
vii
P axial tensile force
P1 expression defined in the first of eqs. (C-30)
Q total shear force (Section 2.7)
Q quality factor (Appendix B)
Qf,Q shear forces in the respective fiber and matrix regions
Q.. elastic coefficients for the plane-stress state (i,j=l,2,6)
R1»R2»R3'R4 integrals defined in eqs. (C-24)
RMF resonant magnification factor
r radius of the fiber
S1'S2'S3'S4 integrals defined in eqs. (C-25)
S,, transverse thickness-shear stiffness
S,.,- longitudinal thickness-shear stiffness
t time
t,,t7 two different specific values of time
U mean displacement defined in eq. (86)
U strain energy per cycle defined in eq. (148)
U, flexural strain energy in an elemental volume
U, damping energy per cycle
U, specific dissipative energy defined in eq. (B-22)
U ,Um strain energies per cycle respectively of the fiber
and matrix materials
U shear energy per unit length
s
U strain energy per unit length
U,,UT damping energy per cycle respectively of the fiber
and matrix materials
u,v,w rectangular components of a displacement vector
u displacement



















rectangular components of a displacement vector in the
fiber (i=f) and matrix regions (i=m)
plane polar components of a displacement vector
static displacements; see Appendix B
mean rectangular components of a displacement vector
residual displacements defined in eqs. (87)
volume
fiber and matrix volume fractions, respectively
spatial attenuation constant defined in eq. (B-33)
temporal decay constant defined in eq. (B-30)
mean z-component of displacement defined in eq. (86)
rectangular coordinates; see figs. 3-9
rectangular coordinates associated with the fiber (x.),
transverse (x£) , and thickness (x-j) directions
two different specific values of position (Appendix B only)
the arrow symbols signify that the expression is also
valid with the roles of x and y interchanged
angle of twist per unit length
constants defined in eqs. (31)






plane polar component of the shear strain
spatial attenuation rate defined in eq. (B-34)
Yfc decay rate defined in eq. (B-31)
v ,Y »Y rectangular components of shear strainyz zx *^y
6 ratio of height to width of the typical composite cross
section
5 logarithmic decrement defined in eq. (B-28)
8 logarithmic attenuation defined in eq. (B-32)
s
e Biot parameter in eq. (B-17)
e ,eQ plane polar components of the normal strain
r W
e >e >e rectangular components of the normal strain
x y z
e. average normal strains (i=x,y,z)
el'e2'e6 generalized plane-stress-state strain components
.£ damping ratio
|,T1 normalized rectangular coordinates; see eq. (74)
p,9 normalized polar coordinates; see fig. 4(b)
, functions defined in eqs . (174)
X X = l-v12v21
X ratio of constituent-material shear moduli, X = G,/Gt m
X I ratio of constituent-material Young's moduli, X1 = E /Ei m
\l \l = (X-D/CX41)




Poisson's ratios of the fiber and matrix materials
v. . Poisson's ratios of an orthotropic material (i,j = 1,2,3)
v. . equivalent mean Poisson's ratios
TT pi » 3.1415962
)^ summation symbol
°£»°m axial stress components in the respective fiber
and matrix regions
o. plane-stress-state stress components in rectangular
coordinates (i=l,2,6)
a. equivalent mean plane-stress components (i=l,2,6)
a tensile stress; cf., figs. 4 and 6
cr stress amplitude
T dummy time variable in eq. (B-19)
T ,T longitudinal and transverse thickness-shear stresses,
respectively
* (t) hereditary kernel defined in eq. (B-21)




cp ,cp Neumann torsion functions (i=f,m)
cp mean angle of rotation of the cross section
"i i\ >\ Saint-Venant flexure function (i=f,m)
" i iY ,Y Dirichlet torsion function ( i=f,m)
aj angular frequency, rad/sec
u/ resonant angular frequency
J/, ,iju_ angular frequencies def ining the half-power
points of the frequency spectrum
2 2 2 2 2 2V Laplace operator; V s(d /ox )+(3 /3y )
2 2dimensionless Laplace operator; 7 =
+
Superscripts:
f,m signifies the respective fiber and matrix materials
I,R signifies the respective imaginary and real parts of
the quantity represented by the main symbol





Engineering structural design requirements for aerospace vehicle
structures demand a maximum of strength and stiffness at minimum weight.
In order to fulfill these requirements, engineers have been searching
for new and better materials. This led to the development of glass-
fiber-reinforced plastics in the case of pressure vessels, and to the
use of carbon or boron filamentary composites in the case of stiffness-
critical structures such as fuselage panels. In addition to being highly
efficient structurally (strength/weight and stiffness/weight) , the
modern composite structures present modern structural designers with a
unique advantage over the conventional homogeneous materials in that they
can be designed to give different properties in different directions as
required by the particular application. This is commonly achieved by
*
laminating several layers of the monofilament composites with the fila-
ments of each layer oriented in some prescribed direction. Before
macroscopic properties of such laminates can be predicted, it is necessary
to determine the macroscopic behavior of a single monofilament layer.
*
In contrast with those filamentary composites with many small reinforcing
filaments randomly distributed throughout the entire cross section, there
is only a single row of regularly-spaced filaments embedded in the midplane
of the layer for the monofilament composites (reference 1).
Owing to their oriented nonhomogeneous nature, one-layer filamentary
composite materials behave as an orthotropic material on a macroscopic
Ibasis. Thus, to use these advantages fully, orthotropic properties of
;the composites must be characterized from the knowledge of constituent
material properties and their respective geometrical configurations.
In the case of a one-layer filamentary composite with many small parallel
:filaments more or less randomly distributed throughout the cross section,
'the complete characterization of the in-plane macroscopic composite
(properties requires four independent elastic coefficients. These coef-
ficients are: two moduli or elasticity E .. , E22' one mo^u^us °* rigidity
G ; and one independent Poisson's ratio v. _ (reference 2) . The flexural
66 •!•*
and twisting stiffnesses are then related to the in-plane moduli by the
formula (reference 3) ,
h/2
Ell/X> V12E22/X* E22/X> G66> z* dz
where
However, for a monofilament composite such as boron-epoxy,
consisting of only one row of filaments whose diameter is relatively
large in comparison with the thickness dimension, there is a large amount
*In usual notations, "1" is the filament direction, "G.." (i,j=l,2,3)
denoted the shear modulus in the ij-plane, and v. . (i,j=l,2,3) denotes
the j-direction normal strain-due to unit i-direction normal stress.
of relatively flexible matrix material located at an appreciable distance
from the filament axis. (See figure 1). Thus, the conventional practice
(references 3 and A) of assuming homogeneous property distribution in
the thickness direction will not be expected to be valid in predicting
the macroscopic flexural and twisting stiffnesses of a monofilament com-
posite. In view of this, flexural and torsional analyses must be car-
ried out in addition to the in-plane analyses in order to describe the
behavior of such a composite completely. Furthermore, owing to the
*
presence of a relatively flexible matrix material, the thickness-shear
flexibility is expected to be significant (references 5 and 6) for the
filamentary composites.
In the dynamic analysis of a structure consisting of multiple
layers of filamentary composites, the damping characteristics are just
as important as the stiffness characteristics. The damping properties
of a composite may be characterized in a number of ways (reference 7;
also, see Appendix B) .
There have been a few experimental investigations on damping character-
istics of sandwich materials and filamentary composites (references
8-19).
Pottinger (ref. 8) measured the temporal decay of axial vibrations
of bars of glass fiber-epoxy and boron fiber-aluminum composites in the
frequency range of 1 kHz to 100 kHz.
Often referred to as transverse-shear, here the term thickness-shear
is used, so that the term transverse can be reserved to refer to the
direction normal to the longitudinal (filament) direction and con-
tained in the plane of the layer.
Schultz and Tsai (refs. 9 and 10) used the free vibration decay and
resonant response of cantilever beams made of unidirectional and angle-
plied glass fiber-epoxy composites in the 10 to 10,000 Hz range.
James (ref. 11) and Bert et al. (ref. 12 and 13) used the temporal
decay of free-free sandwich beams. The facings of the ref. 12-13 beams
were of glass fiber-epoxy.
Clary (ref. 14) conducted resonant response experiments of free-
edge plates made of unidirectional boron fiber-epoxy composite material
to study the effect of fiber orientation.
Bert et al. (refs. 15-17) carried out resonant response measurements
on a free-edge, circular, truncated conical shell with an aluminum
honeycomb core and glass fiber-epoxy facings.
Richter (ref. 18) used the rotating beam deflection technique to
determine the damping characteristics of glass fiber-epoxy at low fre-
quency (0.01 to 1.07 Hz.).
Kerr and Lazan (ref. 19) made hysteresis measurements on a sand-
wich beam with both core and facings of glass fiber-epoxy.
Analytically, Hashin (references 20 and 21) determined complex moduli
of viscoelastic composites (particulate and filamentary) by develop-
ing a correspondence principle which relates the effective elastic
moduli and creep compliances of^the viscoelastic composites. However,
his analyses are not applicable to those cases where the effective
elastic moduli are not explicitly obtained. Since the steady-state re-
sponse of the filamentary composite structure is of our main concern in
this investigation, the wavelengths of the modal profiles are in general
much greater than the filament diameter or the thickness dimensions; thus,
the Kimball-Lovell type material damping (reference 22) is assumed to
hold. The analysis similar to reference 13 is carried out by using the
numerically obtained stress distributions for the effective elastic
coefficients, and the results are presented in terms of complex moduli
for each assumed loading mode: in-plane, flexural, twisting, and so forth.
In the following subsection 1..2, the current literature on micro-
mechanics analyses of filamentary composites are briefly surveyed.
In Section II, detailed elasticity and mechanics-of-materials analyses
are made to obtain various macroscopic elastic properties pertinent for
the characterization of one-layer composites. In Section III, the elastic-
analysis results are used to calculate the damping properties of the
composites; and in Section IV, the damping properties in terms of complex
moduli are summarized, and some typical numerical results are compared
/
with existing analytical and experimental results.
1.2. A Brief Survey of Micromechanics Analysis of Filamentary Composite
Materials
Since the development of practical methods for manufacturing parallel-
filament-reinforced layers of composite materials in the 1950's (references
23, 24), the field of micromechanics analysis mushroomed rapidly starting
with the pioneering analyses of Outwater (reference 25) in the United
States and of Beer (reference 26) in Germany. By micromechanics analysis
is meant an analysis which leads to the prediction of the macroscopic
properties--elastic moduli-- of the composites based only on reinforce-
ment configurations, and the properties and volume fractions of the
constituent materials.
Chamis and Sendeckyj, in their recent survey of the field (ref. 4),
listed 109 references concerned with the prediction of thermoelastic
properties of the fibrous composites. Since a unidirectional filamentary
composite will behave macroscopically as an orthotropic materials, a
complete description of the elastic properties of the composite requires
nine independent elastic coefficients: three Young's moduli (E.... .E^ .E-.,) ,
three shear moduli (G,, ,G_,-,G,,) , and three Poisson's ratios (v, 2>V23>V31^ '
where the subscript (or subscripts) refers to the orthotropic axes of
the composite along which the properties are measured (see figure 1.)
The analytical methods which have been used in previous micromechanics
analyses may be categorized as:
(1) Netting analysis method
(2) Mechanics-of-materials method
(3) Self-consistent model method
(4) Variational method
(5) Exact classical elasticity method
(6) Statistical method
(7) Discrete element (finite element) method
(8) Semiempirical method
(9) Microstructural method
In netting analysis, fibers are assumed to provide all of the
longitudinal stiffness and the matrix material is assumed to provide the
transverse and shear stiffnesses and the Poisson's effect. This is
equivalent to assuming the disjointed fiber-matrix model, and thus pre-
dicts relatively low values for E_2 and Gj_ (references 25 and 27).
The mechanics-of-materials methods were pioneered by Ekvall (reference
28). In his analysis, the macro-composite properties are expressed in
terms of the averaged stress-strain states, which, in turn, are expressed
in terms of the constituent properties using displacement continuity
and force equilibrium conditions at the matrix-fiber interface. In
general, the predicted transverse and shear stiffnesses are lower than
the experimental values. Thus, the method was later improved upon by
using the concept of restrained matrix model in which the strain in the
matrix parallel to the fiber is assumed to be zero (ref. 1). This method
was later extended to account for the effect of voids in the composite
by Greszczuk (reference 29), and the effects of misalignment by Nosarev
(reference 30).
The self-consistent model method is based on the assumption that
the strain field of a single fiber embedded in an infinite (reference
31) or a finite (reference 32) matrix is indistinguishable from that of
the composite. The results of such analyses are generally accurate
for the case of low-fiber-volume fractions only.
The variational method is based on the energy theorems of classical
elasticity (reference 33) in which lower and upper bounds of the layer
properties are obtained from the theorems of complementary and potential
energy, respectively (references 34 and 35). The upper and lower bounds
are very far apart for composites with high fiber-matrix-stiffness ratio
such as boron-epoxy composites. Thus, correction factors such as contiguity
and misalignment factor, etc. need to be brought in to obtain closer
agreement between the theoretical predictions and the experimental re-
sults (references 34 and 36).
The exact classical elasticity method has many variations depending
on the methods of solution (references 37-39). With the exception of the
relatively simple case of a circular fiber embedded in a circular matrix
material, the solution cannot be obtained in a closed form and thus
various numerical methods must be used. These are practical now with the
aid of modern high-speed digital computers. In all cases, the problem is
formulated with an assumption that the fibers form a regular array
(rectangular or hexagonal); a solution is sought for the resulting
mixed boundary-value problem, subjected to the usual assumption of per-
fect bonds between the fiber-matrix interface and a set of imposed
boundary conditions (uniform tension, shear, etc.). The elastic field
thus obtained is then averaged over the cross section and the boundary
to yield the desired equivalent macroscopic elastic properties of the
composite.
In the statistical methods, the composite is modelled by the random
distribution of the fibers in the matrix materials. Very little success
has been achieved by this method (ref. 20)owing to the statistical averag-
ing process that leads to insurmountable computational difficulties.
The discrete element method was pioneered by Foye (references 40 and
41) for the prediction of E22'G12'V12' 3nd V23° HiS resu^ts ^or circular
filaments in square arrays are in good agreement with those of Ekvall
(ref. 28) and Greszczuk (ref. 29). The method may also be applied to
cases with nonlinear matrix behavior as well as random array arrangements
(ref. 41); however, so far its use has been relatively limited.
The semiempirical method which is most commonly used to date is
due to Tsai (ref. 34). He assumed that the properties of a filamentary
composite with non-contacting fibers may be predicted by a linear inter-
polation between the lower and upper bounds obtained from the variational
method. This linear interpolation was improved upon by Tsai and Halpin with
a more refined nonlinear interpolation (ref. 3). There are other semi-
empirical models (ref. 4) based on the equivalent section concept, parallel
and series connected elements, and the incorporation of certain empirical
factors.
The microstructural method was proposed by Bolotin (reference 42).
Postulating that the fiber behaves as a small rod and that the distances between
the fibers are small in comparison with the characteristic distance of the
body and using a variational principle, he derived the displacement equilib-
rium equation similar to those for a Cosserat medium, that is, a medium
possessing an unsymmetric stress tensor containing couple stresses. Later,
this microstructural model was applied by Herrmann et al.to investigate the
transverse wave propoagation in filamentary composites (reference 43).
Most of the micromechanics analyses described above are based on the
*
hypotheses that: (1) The fibers are regularly spaced and aligned. (2)
The fiber and matrix materials are homogeneous and linearly elastic. (3)
There is a complete bond at the fiber-matrix interface. (4) The com-
posite is free of voids. (5) The composite is initially at a stress
*
As a rule, these hypotheses are adhered to in the above discussed
analyses. However, there are exceptions in which one or more hypothesis
is relaxed, for example, perfect interface bond is not assumed for the
netting analyses.
free state. (6) The composite behaves as a homogeneous general ortho-
tropic material macroscopically.
There have been a few experimental investigations on the damping
characteristics of composites (refs. 8-19). In general, it was agreed
upon that for small oscillations, the filamentary composites exhibit
anisotropic, linear viscoelastie behavior. Damping properties of some
non-metallic materials are summarized and tabulated in reference 44.
Analytically, Hashin developed a correspondence principle which re-
lates the effective macroscopic .elastic moduli to the effective
viscoelastie moduli (reference 45). This correspondence principle was
then applied to particulate and fibrous composites for the determination
of macroscopic complex moduli of such composites (refs. 20 and 21).
Unfortunately, this correspondence principle cannot be applied to cases
where the effective elastic moduli are not explicitly obtained in a closed
form. Bert etal., in their investigation of the damping in a shear-
flexible sandwich beam (ref. 13), observed that the damping character-
istics of composites may be related to the ratio of the dissipated energy
per cycle to the total potential energy stored per cycle. The analysis
is based on the assumption that the wave length of the normal modes is




This section is concerned with the detailed elastic analyses lead-
ing toward predictions of macroscopically equivalent orthotropic pro-
perties of a monofilament composite layer. The composite layer is
modelled by a typical repeating cross section consisting of a rec-
tangular matrix with a centrally oriented circular-cross-section fiber. Var-
ious in-plane, flexural, twisting, and thickness-shear properties are
obtained from the solutions of a series of mixed boundary value problems
with approximately prescribed boundary conditions.
2.1 Introduction and Hypotheses
Macroscopically, a single layer of filamentary composite material
behaves as a specially orthotropic material with respect to three mutually
orthogonal planes: the plane normal to the fibers, the plane of the
layer, and the plane normal to the first two planes. The intersection of
these three planes forms three mutually orthogonal axes: the longitudinal
(or fiber) direction, the transverse direction (normal to the fibers
and contained in the plane of the layer), and the thickness direction
(normal to the plane of the layer). Therefore, a complete character-
ization of the elastic properties in three dimensions requires nine
independent elastic coefficients (ref. 2). However, in many structural
engineering applications of filamentary composite materials or the
laminates of such, they are used in the form of thin panels or plates
11
due to the weight considerations in such applications. In view of this,
the thickness dimension of the composites is usually much smaller than the
other dimensions and the radius of curvature of the structure. The three
stress components Oo.d,, and O- therefore may be regarded negligibly
small in comparison with the remaining three stress components, namely,
*
a.,,0-, and a, . This is referred to as the generalized plane stress state.1 i o
















where the elastic coefficients Q.. are symmetric, i.e.,
Q i j = Q j i
Hence, there are only four independent elastic coefficients. Equation (1)
may also be written in terms of the engineering moduli E.... , E??, G _, and
Poisson's ratios V2i as
In terms of double-subscript stress notation (ref. 3. p. 16) ,












= 1 - V12v21
Again, there are only four independent coefficients since the symmetry
in the coefficient matrix, which is a consequence of the existence of the
elastic potential (ref. 2), demands that
V12/E11 = V21/E22





Hence, for a single layer of filamentary composite with many small
filaments more or less randomly distributed throughout the entire cross
section, in-plane macroscopic behavior is characterized by specifying
the four elastic coefficients Q.j, Q22> Qj~, and Q^ or equivalently, by
the in-plane engineering moduli E , £„„, G,-, and one of the Poisson's
ratios v,, or voi •
13
Owing to the presence of the relatively flexible matrix material,
the thickness-shear flexibility, is expected to be significant (refs.
5 and 6) for the filamentary composites. Therefore, for complete macro-
scopic property characterization, one will need to specify flexural,
twisting, thickness shear stiffnesses, and flexural Poisson's ratios,
in addition to the in-plane properties. The above-mentioned type of com-
posite has a more or less homogeneous distribution of properties through the
thickness. Thus, only two additional stiffnesses, namely the thickness-
shear moduli G and G,,, need to be calculated, since the flexural and
twisting stiffnesses may be obtained by the previously stated formula,
rh/2
(Dn,D12,D22,D66) = J (HU /X,V 1 2E 2 2 /X,E 2 2 /X,G 6 6) z dz (4)
-h/Z
where D ,D ,D , and D denote the longitudinal, Poisson, transverse, and11 12 a DO
twisting stiffnesses, respectively, and h = the thickness of the layer. How-
ever, for a monofilament composite, equation (4) is not expected to hold
because of a more predominant inhomogenelty in the property distribution
through the thickness. In view of this, for the complete characterization
of macroscopic elastic behavior, flexural, as well as torsional, analyses
must be carried out.
Given constitutive properties of the constituent materials and the
fiber-matrix geometrical configurations, determinations of these macroscopic
equivalent orthotropic properties may be carried out in a number of ways
as summarized in reference 4. In the subsequent analyses, approaches
based on mechanics-of-material and classical elasticity theories are used
14
to obtain solutions which are manipulated to yield the required equivalent
orthotropic properties. The elastic solutions obtained in this way are
used in Section III to analyze the damping characteristics of the filament-
ary composite materials where Kimball-Lovell type material damping (see
Appendix B) is assumed to prevail.
The longitudinal in-plane and flexural stiffnesses and the trans-
verse thickness-shear stiffness are handled easily for mechanics-of-
materials analyses. For the remainder of the elastic properties, classical
elasticity analyses are used to formulate a series of appropriate mixed
boundary value problems. Then these problems are solved numerically by
means of the boundary-point-least-square method, as described in Appendix
A, to yield the desired equivalent macroscopic properties.
The monofilament composite material is exemplified by a repeated
rectangular cross section consisting of a circular-cross-section fiber
centrally located, and surrounded by matrix material as depicted in
figure 2.
The basic hypotheses used consistently in the subsequent analyses are
summarized as follows:
HI. Fibers and matrix respectively are homogeneous, linearly elastic,
and isotropic.
H2. Both fibers and matrix are free of voids.
H3. The fiber-matrix interface bonds are perfect without transitional
region between them.
HA. Initially, the composite is in a stress-free state and all
thermal effects are neglected.
15
*
H5. Inertial and damping effects are neglected.
2.2 Longitudinal In-Plane Stiffnesses
In this subsection, two in-plane engineering moduli of elasticity,
namely, major Young's modulus E . and in-plane longitudinal shear modulus
G,, , will be discussed. The major Young's modulus E,, is estimated from
DO 11
the law of mechanical mixtures; whereas, the in-plane longitudinal shear
modulus G is obtained from the result of classical theory of elasticitybo
analysis by Adams and Doner (reference 46).
Major Young's Modulus EI1. - A typical repeating element of a mono-
filament composite element is subjected to a uniform longitudinal strain
e, as shown in figure 2. The longitudinal stresses induced in the fiber
and matrix, respectively, are:
'
 am = Em el
where E and E are the longitudinal Young's moduli of elasticity of the
filament and matrix, respective.'ly.
The total equivalent longitudinal force P in the composite is
P = 0fAf + amAm (6)
where A., and A are the cross-sectional areas of the filament and matrix,
r m
respectively.
The equivalent major Young's modulus EI. of the composite is readily
Damping is treated separately in Section III.
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obtained from equations (5 and 6) as
P/(Ael)=(EfVEmAm)/A
where
A = Af + Am (8)
The volume fractions of fiber and matrix are defined as
V. = A /A , V = A /A (9)t t m m
In terms of the volume fractions Vf and V , the major Young's modulus






Since Ef > E in general, equation (11) shows that E varies linearly with
respect to V from the matrix modulus (at V = 0) to the fiber modulus
(at V, = I). For a monofilament composite with a square typical element,
17
the fiber volume fraction ranges between 0 and 0.785. Therefore, the values
of E.../E can vary between 1 and 94.4 for E /E = 120 (borori-epoxy).
11 >n f m
Equation (11) is usually known as the simple law of mechanical
9
mixtures or "law of mixtures" for brevity. This relationship is also
valid for the cases where the filament material is transversely isotropic
with the plane of isotropy coinciding with the cross section of the filament,
The Young's modulus E in eq. (11) is then interpreted as the longitudinal
Young's modulus of the fiber.
Since the interaction between the constituent materials, owing to the
difference in their Poisson's ratios, is neglected completely in this
simplied analysis, the major in-plane Young's modulus E . calculated from
eq. (11) is the lower bound as demonstrated by Hill (reference 47). How-
ever, the effects of the difference in the Poisson's ratios of the con-
stituent materials have been shown theoretically to be minute (references
39, 47 and 48) and confirmed experimentally. Therefore, for all practical
purposes eq. (11) may be deemed satisfactory for the prediction of E .
In-plane Longitudinal Shear Modulus G ,,. - Consider one quarter of
a typical repeating element of a monofilament composite as depicted in
figure 3. The displacement field corresponding to the applied longitudinal
shear loading is then assumed to be of the form
u = v = 0, w = w(x,y) (13)
with the corresponding stress components:
»• i — n r^.i /Av i- i — r i.
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Substitution of equation (14) into the equations of equilibrium yields the
governing partial differential equations that must be satisfied in the
fiber and matrix regions
=0 (i=f,m) (15)
The boundary conditions depicted in figure 3 are
mG ow /9y = 0 along y = 0 and y
m
w = 0 along x = 0
m -
w = w along x
(16)
In solving the problem posed by equations (15) and (16) , the interfacial
continuity conditions on the displacement and the shearing stress need
to be considered. This leads to:
w f = w m on C 1 (17)
and ,
G, ^w /bn= G 6w An on C,E m 1 (18)
where n signifies the outward normal to the boundary C1. The boundary-
value problem defined by eqs. (15-18) are then solved by the f in i t e
difference method (ref. 46), and the effective macroscopic shear modulus
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of the composite is determined from
Comparisons of the shear modulus predicted by eq. (19) to those obtained
from other analyses (refs. 35 and 38) showed that equation (19) is in
closer agreement with the experimental values (ref. 46).
2.3 Transverse In-plane Stiffnesses
Consider a typical repeating element subjected to a uniform tensile
stress of magnitude a in the y direction as depicted in figure 4(a).
Because of symmetry about both coordinate axes, only one quarter of the
repeating-element cross section needs to be considered, as shown in figure
4(b).
Assuming that a state of plane strain exists in the xy (or £f])
plane and further that each constituent material is isotropic in this
same plane (that is, the fibers can be transversely isotropic), one can
formulate the problem in terms of the Airy stress function $ (reference
49). This requires satisfaction of the following governing partial
differential equation in the absence of body forces which vary nonlinearly
with the spatial coordinates:
tfS1 =0, in A. (i=f,m) (20)
4
where v" is the bihartnonic operator, f denotes fiber, and m denotes
matrix.
The general solutions of equation (20) in polar coordinates (p,9)
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are of the form (ref. 49) :
$f(p,9) = b fp2 + bfp3 cos 9 + Y (a*pn+b
o i ^i n n
n=2,3,...
cos n 0 (21)
Ap,9) = a™ log p + bomp2 + cos 9 + cos 9
+1
n=2 ,3,...
, m n m n+2 , 'm -n,. 'm -n+2. . o^v(a p -fb o + a p +b o ) cos n 9 (22)
n n n r n
Owing to the symmetry about the x-axls, only those series terms
which are even functions with respect to 9 are retained in equations
(21 and 22). In the usual notations, stress, strain, and displacement
*





cr = (1-l-v) E"1 [(1-v) af-v
ee = (l+v) E"1 - \> or] > (24)
The superscripts f and m which signify fiber and matrix regions, re-
spectively are omitted from equations (23-27) for brevity.
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,-lre = E~ [o -v (C5 + 0Q)1 = 0z z r w
Vrg - 2 (1 + v) E- Trfl
u /R = (1 + v) E"1 f [(1 - ,v) O -v OQ] dpr J t o
uQ/R = (1 + v) E'1 J p[(l-v) aQ-v orl dO - J ur dO
(25)
where v is the Poisson's ratio.
The rectangular components of stress and displacement components are
then related to polar components of stresses and displacements by:
2 20=0 cos 9 + OQ sin 9 - T - sin 2 9x r y rw
2 2
a = a sin 9 + a_ cos 9 + T
 n sin 2 9y r 9 r9
T =(1/2) (o -aQ) sin 2 9 + T Q cos 2 9x y r H rw
(26)
u = u cos 9 - u_ sin 9
v = u sin 9 -J- UQ cos 9
r v
(27)
The unknown coefficients of the series solutions, namely, a , b ,
1
 i ' i
a , b (i = f,m), are then determined from the symmetry conditions and
the boundary conditions depicted in figuru A(b), and those on C. , the
fiber-matrix interface.
From the symmetry of geometry and loading, it is apparent that the
22
coefficients of the odd terms in the series must vanish.





a = b =a
n n n
= b = 0 (n=odd)
> (28)
Also, in view of the interfacial continuity conditions, the following
relationships must be satisfied.
f m f m f m f m
ur = Ur • U0 = V Tr9= Tr9
/or>\
(29)
Thus, coefficients b , a ,b ,a ,a may be expressed in terms of





a"1 = m[-(n+l)b™ + V bn"' ]/n









Y = U(3-4v )
m
Finally, the remaining coefficients a , b , b , and b1 are so chosen
that the boundary conditions on the external boundary are satisfied at
a discrete set of points. (See Appendix A; also, references 50-52).
The macroscopic equivalent transverse in-plane properties may now
be determined from the average of the displacements on the boundary.
The plane-strain stress-strain relations of an equivalent homogeneous
rectangular element that undergoes the same average deformation as the
monofilament composite element are of the form (ref. 2),
e = <5 /E - v O /E -v a /E x
x xx yx y y zx z z -
(32)
a = E (v a /E + v o /E )
z z xz x x yz y y
where xy indicates that the same equation holds with the roles of x and
y interchanged, and a superscript bar indicates the average stress, strain,
and property values of the equivalent homogeneous orthotropic material.
Also, because of symmetry of the stiffness coefficient matrix,
XL.E. = v.iEi (i,j = x.y.z, i!*j) (33)
For the case considered,
°y T °o ' °x = ez = ° (34)
Substitution of equations (34) into the second and the third of equations
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(32) yields two simultaneous equations for the determination of E and
V
e = a /E - v a /Ey o y zy z z
o = v a /E
z yz o y
(35)
From equation (35), the minor Young's modulus £„_ and the major Polsson's
ratio V, o are determined as
? = E = E a2 / (E e o+o2)22 y zo z y o z
^.
 0 = v =0/012 zy z o
(36)
where,
E = E,. = E + (E, - E ) V,
z 1 1 m v f m ' f
I 0 d? dTl/ (u26)2
= f Cv] d_5 (H25r)
> (37)
Although the major Poisson's ratio v,- may be obtained from the second
of equations (36), many experimental and analytical results (references
28,41,48, and 53) show that the rule of mixtures may be used to pre-
dict v,o with sufficient accuracy. In view of this, the following
simplified formula for Vj~ instead of the latter of eqs. (36) will be




On the other hand, elementary model prediction (Reuss estimate)
of the minor Young's modulus E__ results in the following expression
E22 = [<Vf/Ef> + (W'"1 (39)
which gives much lower values than those obtained experimentally. In fact,
Hill (reference 54) and Paul (reference 55) showed that equation (39)
gives the lower bound on the elastic modulus for a macroscopically
isotropic composite. There are some mechanics-of-materiaIs analyses
(ref. 1) which predict greater values for E~. at low fiber volume
fractions and smaller values for £„„ at high fiber volume fractions.
In contrast, the classical theory of elasticity approach (ref. 56)
predicts a value of E~2 which is consistently higher than the experi-
mental values.
2.4 Longitudinal and Poisson Flexural Stiffnesses
As stated previously, for a monofilament composite layer, the
longitudinal and Poisson flexural stiffness D and D,2 cannot be cal-
culated from the in-plane properties E .,£„»,v,~ and v?. due to the
fact that the assumption of macroscopic homogeneity of the material in
the thickness direction is no longer valid. Therefore, in this subsection
a relatively simple mechanics-of-materials analysis is used to obtain the ef-
fective flexural stiffnesses.
Longitudinal flexural stiffness Dj '. - An element of a monofilament com-
posite layer subjected to a pure bending moment is shown in figure 5.Owing to
symmetry of the loading and geometry, only one quarter of the cross
section needs to be considered for the analysis. As a first approximation,
assume that the Bernoulli-Euler hypothesis holds throughout the cross
section; then the strain distribution is given as
e = a, y (40)
z
where ot, = longitudinal bending curvature, and z = distance from mid-
z
plane.
Then, the longitudinal stress in the fiber and matrix are given by:
The flexural strain energy in an elemental volume one unit long
and having cross-sectional area (a,.+a ) is:f m




2 Pr 2 2 2 i, l^6r 2/OS = (E,-E ) y^ (r -yVdy + Em nry dyz t in J m j
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which integrates to give
,/<* * = (E -E )(nr4/32) + E (ur)V/6 (42)D z cm m
For an equivalent homogeneous orthotropic one-quarter section:
<43>
where E.. is the equivalent longitudinal Young's modulus for flexural
loading.
Equating the right-hand sides of equations (42 and 43), and solving
for E,. /E , one obtainsl l m
E =1 + U'-l)(3TT/16uV) (44)m
where
X1 s Ef/Em (45)





Recalling that the in-plane Young's modulus E.^ is estimated from the
law of mechanical mixtures (see Section 2.2):
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(X'-l) Vf = l+(X'-l)TT/(4u26) (47)
the ratio E..- /E . is expressed as
(X'-l)(3TT/l$A3)]/[l+U'-l)TT/4a26] (48)
In general, X',u, and 6 are greater than 1; thus, the ratio in
equation (49) gives a value less than 1. This shows that for a monofil-
ament composite, the longitudinal flexural stiffness D as estimated,
eq. (4), by using the in-plane Young's modulus will be unconservative.
Poisson flexural stiffness. - Due to the nonuniform distribution
through the thickness, the transverse Young's modulus £^2 and the Poisson's
ratios v,9 and v51 are dependent locally on the thickness coordinate of the
composite. To carry out the integration indicated in eq. (4), £-„, v,2> and
v?1 must be expressed explicitly in terms of the thickness coordinate. In
the following analysis, a typical monofilament composite element is
considered to be made from the thin dy strip depicted in figure 5(b).
S22
*
Thus, on assuming eqs. (38 and 39) to hold for the estimates of E?_ and
, ~ of the elemental strip, one obtains the following expressions:
For O^y^r, (or
*
The Reuss estimate, eq. (39), gives excellent results for com-
puting the effective transverse Young's modulus for a thin strip, fig.




where X1 is the moduli ratio as defined in eq. (46) and "H is the normalized
thickness coordinate (T|=y/r) .
In view of eqs. (49), the Poisson flexural stiffness for the monofil-
ament composite element is calculated by the following equation:
D12/D12 ={ I F(7° (50)
where D is the Poisson flexural stiffness of a homogeneous element of
the same size and consisting entirely of matrix material, and the function




2.5 Transverse Flexural Stiffness
The transverse flexural stiffness is obtained in a way similar to that
discussed for transverse tension (Section 2.3). Here, two edges of a typical
element are subjected to linearly varying stress distributions that are
equivalent to pure bending moments. (See figures 6(a) and (b) .)
In view of the antisymmetry condition, the Airy stress functions in
polar coordinates are of the form
00
$f(o,9) = bfp3 cos 9 + Y (afpn+bfpn+2) cos n 9 (52)1 /_j n n
n=3,5,...




n=l ,3 , . . .
. m m n+2 'm -n 'm -n+2.
 n - ._ v( a + b p + a p + b p )cos n 9 (53)
Equations (52 and 53) sat isfy the biharmonic equations, equations (20)
(Section 2.3). In view of equations (29) (Section 2 .3) , that specify
continuity of displacements and stresses at the fiber-matrix interface,
those coefficients defining the series solutions may be readily inter-
related as:
a - [-(n+l)« b m+ P b ]/n
n n n
b r= Q- b
'm-
a m= [-(n+1) bm+ Y b "']/n
n n n
(54)
where #, 3, and > are as defined previously in equations (31).
In view of equations (54) , the matrix-region Airy stress function
may be written as
(p,9) = b p cos 9 + a o cos 9




F (p) s [-(n+1) p" + + (1-a) p"°+2]/n
(^p) s [Yp-n - (n-l)p~n + np"n+2]/n
The coefficients b, , a, , b , and b (n=3,5....) are then deter-1 l n n
















Since the second and third of equations (56) are identically satisfied by
equation (55), these coefficients are determined from the first and fourth
of eqs. (56) in the sense of least square error at a discrete set of
points on the outer boundary § = u and T< = u& (see Appendix A).
The macroscopic equivalent flexural stiffness D-« of a typical element
may now be calculated from the applied bending moment M, and average weighted
curvature aiji/dy °n the f\ = U6 edge.
22 y=u6r (57)
where
M = 2 (ar) o /3o 1r
32
2 ^ I(2r /I) J 5 [v] d5 / (58)
o
I = 2UV/3
Finally, substitution of equation (58) into equation (57) yields the
desired result:
D22 = (2 °0"r/9) s ESV/3T1] dl' (59)
2.6 Twisting St i ffness
To determine the macroscopic equivalent twisting s t i f fness D,, of a
DO
one-layer monofilament composite, a rectangular cross section consisting of
N repeating typical elements is considered. (See figure 7.) Because of the
symmetry condition, only the quarter of the cross section, which lies in the
first quadrant of the xy plane, needs to be considered.
In the usual notation, u,v, and w are the displacements; and a is the
angle of twist per unit P.- length. Then, for a small angle of twist a-, we
have (reference 57) :
i
-ayz, v = oxz, w = orcp (x,y) in R. (i=f,m)
i
where cp (x,y) are the z-component displacement functions to be determined
from the equilibrium and boundary conditions. The strain and stress






a = o = o = T = 0







On application of the equations of equilibrium, one finds that the
first and the second of these equations are identically satisfied and the
third equation gives
V2 ¥ in f,m) (61)
where
' 2 2 2 2 2
V = (8 /dx ) + <* /dy ) (62)
The stress equilibrium condition across the fiber-matrix interface GI
requires the satifaction of
\ (dcpf/dn) - (dcpVdn) +(\-l)[y (dx/dn)- x(dy/dn) ] on (^ (63)
where n is the outward normal to the boundary C.. .
Displacement continuity requires that:
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Cpf = cpm on C (64)
\
or, equivalently,
dcpf/ds = dcpm/ds on C (65)
where s is the arc length along the boundary C . Similarly, on
the vertical inter-element boundary C_ (see figure 7),
.
 j+1 , and [dcpm/d7l].
(66)
where j and j-H refer to the jth and (j+l)-th repeating elements.
Finally, the stress-free condition on the outer boundary C- (see figure 7)
leads to
dcp /dn = [y (dx/dn) - x (dy/dn) J on C3 (67)
The aforementioned torsion problem, equations (61-67) , may also be formulated
*i
alternatively in terms of the complex conjugate ¥ that satisfies the
Riemann-Cauchy equations
dcpVdx = oi'Vdy , depVdy =-oYi/Sx (68)




V Y1 = 0 , in R. (i=f,m) (69)
XYf = Y1" + ^ (X-l) (x2 + y2) + constant on C
A - A
dY /dn = dYm/dn
[dYm/dTl,








For later convenience in numerical analysis, these equations are
normalized by introducing the following notations:
= x/r, -n = y/r, cp = cp/r , , V2 = (d2/d|2)+(d2/dTl2)
(74)
Then, the governing differential equations and the boundary conditions
become:
V2f1=0 , V2cpL=0 in A (i = f .m)
(§2+-n2)
f
X (dcpr/dn) = (dcpm/dn)







dcpm/dn = U (d£/dn) - | (dT]/dn) ]
. on (78)
and the stress components are:
xz
1
 - a G^ r [(dcpVdQ-TVJ = o GI r [(dfVdTD-T]]
Z
(i=f,m) (79)
The solution to the problem is obtained by assuming series solutions
for each of the fiber and matrix regions in all N elements that satisfy the
governing partial differential equation exactly in their respective
regions. For example, in terms of polar coordinates with the origin at
the center of the N-th fiber, the solution for the fiber and matrix





'(n) cos k 9(n)
>
> (80)
It is interesting to note the fiber-region solution coefficients a,
K
may be readily expressed in terms of matrix-region solution coefficients








In view of equations (81), only the coefficients b. nead to be determined
from the boundary conditions on C. and C~, namely, equations (77 and 78),
since a, and b , may be readily calculated from b by the use of (81). On
K. •• K K
writing b , in terms of b, , one has
cos 9 bk(pk+XlP"k) cos k 0 (83)
k=l 2IV. !.}«-)•••
The problem is now reduced to the determination of the coefficients b, by
the satisfaction of equations (77 and 78) at a discrete set of points on
C_ and C_ in the sense of least square error (see Appendix A).
After determining b, , one can calculate readily the stress components
from equation (79). Finally the torsional stiffness D,, is obtained from
—_^
Superscripts are omitted here for brevity.
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the following equation in a closed form. (See Appendix C for details.)
D,, = (-y T ' + x T ) dx dy/a66 J J xz yz
A..+Af m
2 r4 Gm {A JJ [Y f- k (?2+-n2)] d| dT] + JJ [^ - % (?W) ] d? dT] }
A f Am
(84)
2.7 Longitudinal Thickness-Shear Stiffness
Owing to the presence of relatively flexible matrix material, the
effect of thickness-shear deformation needs to be considered in the struc-
tural application of monofilament composite materials. As the thickness-
shear stresses are not distributed uniformly across the cross, section, the
effective thickness-shear strain needs to be known for the calculation
of effective thickness-shear stiffnesses. It is a commonly accepted practice
to relate the effective shear strain to the average shear strain by means
of a correction factor K which is usually referred to as the shear coef-
ficient (reference 58).
K= V - /Y
 ff „. "(85)average effective
Since the thickness-shear strain distribution is dependent on the shape of
the cross section on which the thickness-shear stress acts, it is also re-
ferred to as shear shape factor.
In 1921, Timoshenko derived a theory of flexural beam vibration in
which the effects of rotatory inertia as well as that of thickness shear
were taken into account (reference 59). The shear coefficient K was
defined as the ratio between the average shear strain and that at the
midplane. This yielded a value of 2/3 for a homogeneous, rectangular-
section beam. However, this value of the shear coefficient gave poor
agreement with experimental results. In view of this, numerous
attempts were made to obtain a better value for K which would be in
closer agreement with experimental results. Based on the high-fre-
quency mode of beam vibration, Mindlin and Deresiewicz (reference 60)
obtained a value of 0.822 for a rectangular cross section; whereas,
based on the static mode, Roark (reference 61) gave a value of K of
5/6. Recently, Cowper (reference 62) used a different static approach
to derive a formula for K which is in good agreement with those obtained
by other investigators. This latter approach is deemed to be satisfactory
for long-wavelength, low-frequency deformations such as those encountered
in the vibration of monofilament composites.
Therefore, in this subsection, Cowper's analysis (ref. 62) is
extended to the nonhomogeneous case consisting of a typical repeating
element of a monofilament composite to obtain the effective thickness-
shear strain. The thickness-shear stiffness, which is defined as the re-
sultant shear force divided by the effective shear strain, can then be ob-
tained as a direct consequence of the analysis.
First, the thickness-shear distribution is obtained from the analysis
of a tip-loaded monofilament cantilever beam shown in figure 8(a).
Denoting the displacement components as u,v, and w, one defines the
mean displacements of the cross section and mean angle of rotation of the
cross section cp by the following equations:
IT
U = (I/A) Jj u dx dy
A
W = (I/A) JJ w dx dy
A
Cf> = (I/I ) JJ xw dx dy
(86)
where A denotes the entire cross-sectional area, and I is the moment
of inertia of the cross-sectional area with respect to the y axis. Then
the actual displacements of a point on the cross section are written as
x c p + w (87)
where u and w are the residual displacements which are equal to the de-
viations of the actual displacements from the weighted mean displacements.
In view of the definitions, equations (86),
u dx dy = w dx dy = xw dx dy = 0 (88)
The stress-strain relation
T /G = u, + w,
xz 'z x
(89)
where a comma represents partial differentiation with retipect to the
spatial variable that follows it, may now be written as
W, + CO = (T /G)-w, -u,
'z xz x z
(90)
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where the shear modulus G is to be interpreted as that of the fiber
or matrix material depending on whether the material point is located
in the fiber or the matrix region of the cross section. Finally, the
integration of equation (90) yields the desired kinematic relations among
the mean values of the midplane slope W, ; flexural slope cp; and the
z
ef fec t ive shear strain Y
 f f
:
W,z + cp = (I/A) JJ [(Txz/G) - w, x ] dx dy = Yef£ (91)
A
For a tip loading, the shear force Q is uniform along the entire length
of the beam, hence, the first part of the integral in equation (91) is
evaluated as
JJ <Txz/G) dx dy = (Qf/Gf) + (Qm/Gm) (92)
A
where 0,. and 0 represent the respective shear forces that act on thef m
fiber and matrix regions and are related to the total shear force Q by
Q = Q f + Q m (93)
In view of eq. (87), the remaining term in the integral of eq. (91) is
JJ w,x dx dy = Jj(w,x - cp) dx dy (94)
A A
where cp is defined in the third of eqs. (86). Combining eqs. (91-94),
one obtains the effective thickness-shear strain expression,
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Yeff = W'z + * = (1/A) ^ W+'W "IJ
where Cf and hence w, the displacement field, needs to be known in terras
of the parameters defining the geometrical configuration and the con-
stituent properties before the integration can be carried out. Assuming
that the deformation of the cross section can be approximated by that of
a tip-loaded cantilever, and allowing the constituent materials to be
transversely isotropic with the plane of isotropy normal to the fiber
axis, one can readily formulate the problem using the Saint-Venant semi-
inverse method (refs. 57 and 63).
First, displacement components are assumed to be:
u1 = B [%
 Vj_ (-6-z) (x2-y2) + V<- z2 - (1/6) z3]
v1 = B v. C-z) xy (i=f,m)
w1 =-B{ x (Iz - fc z2) + X* + [(E./Gp-Zv.K^xy2)}
> (96)
where B is a constant to be determined from the boundary conditions;
E. is the Young's modulus in the fiber direction; G. is the shear
modulus in the vertical plane parallel to the fiber axis; v. is to be
interpreted as the Poisson's ratios v-,=v__; and \ = \. (x,y) (i=f,m)
are functions to be so chosen as to satisfy equilibrium conditions
in their respective regions.
The stress components are readily calculated from equation (96)
to be:
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o1 = o1 - T1 = 0
x y xy
Txz = - BGi




If the constituent materials are isotropic, E., G., and v. respectively
of the constituent materials are related by
(i=f,m) (98)
Substitution of the stress components in equations (97) into the equili-
brium equation yields the following governing partial differential
equations (Laplace's equations in two dimensions):
= o (i=f,m) (99)
which must be satisfied in the respective regions A,, and A .
r m
Consideration of displacement cont inui ty at the fiber-matrix inter-
face C requires tha t :
f m f m f m
u = u , v = v , w = w o n C1 (100)
Apparently, the first and the second of equations (100) cannot be satisfied
unless the two Poisson's ratios are equal. However, the interaction
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between the constituent materials due to the differences in the Poisson's
ratios has only weak effects as evidenced by many theoretical analyses
) (refs. 39, 47, and 48). Hence, it will be assumed for the subsequent
analysis that
V, = v = v (101)I tn
With this assumption, equation (101), the first two of equations (100) are
identically satisfied and the third leads to
Xf =xm on Cl (102)
Continuity of surface traction at the interface C requires that
T (dx/dn) + T (dy/dn) = T (dx/dn) + T (dy/dn) (103)
xz y xz y
where n denotes the outward normal coordinate to C. , hence, (dx/dn)
and (dy/dn) are the direction cosines of the unit normal vector to the
interface C .
In terms of the stress components defined in equations (97) , the
condition of equilibrium at the interface, equation (103), is cast readily
in the following form:
f ~m
Gf (dx/dn) - Gm(d X /an)
=-(Gf-Gm) [[% Ox2 + (L-i? v)y2](dx/dn)+(2+v)xy(dy/dn)]
on Cl (104)
The condition that the lateral surface is free from surface traction
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leads to
(d xm/dn) = - j[% v x +(l-^v)y ](dx/dn) + (2+v)xy(dy/dn) 1
on C2 (105)
The solutions to the problems posed by the governing differential
equations (99) and the boundary conditions, eqs. (102,104,105) are now ob-
tained by assuming a pair of series solutions which are harmonic in the
respective fiber and matrix regions. The coefficients of these series
solutions are determined so as to satisfy the boundary conditions in the
least-square-error sense (see Appendix A, also Section 2.6.)
Since the solution procedure is very similar to that of Section
2.6, it will be high-lighted by listing these equations which are pertinent
to the solution.
With the introduction of the following transformation,
/ ™-\ / ^" ^ 1 / J s • e* \
— v / v Tl = \7/t" v =V / y i i = i mIA  i. ) M y / L j J^ J^ / L \ 1. L
 9 lllj
9 9 9 9A + (
(106)
eqs. (99), 102, 104, and 105) are rewritten in the following form, which
is convenient for numerical analysis:
= 0 in A. (i = f,m) (107)
X™ on c
HdXf/dn) -(dxm/dn) = -(X-l) [l%v§2 + (l
+ (2 + v) f 71 (dtl/dn) on q (109)
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(dxm/dn) 2V 5 -Kl-Vv) Tl] (d|/dn)
+ (2 + 0) ? -n (dT1/dn)j on C, (110)
The series solutions, which are harmonic in the respective regions,
are assumed to be:
X - a akP cos
k=l
(111)
\m = b + ) (b p + b p ) cos k 9
O £_j K ~K
k=l
In view of eqs . (108 and 109), which warrant displacement con-
tinuity and stress equilibrium conditions, the coefficients a , a, ,










b = - X, b





Because of the anti-symmetry of the displacement component w with
respect to the £ axis, it may be shown readily that those coefficients
with even subscripts are zero. The condition that the lateral surface
is free from surface traction, eq. (110) , takes the form:
1
 cos (k-1) 9 + X1p"k"1 cos (k+1) 9]
[(3+2v)p~2 cos 2 9 - 3p~4 cos 4 9]
U-D [ \ v S2 + U-iv)7\2]
k bR
k-1, 3, 5
sin (k-1) 9 + sin (k+1) 9]
[(3+2v) p"2 sin 2 9 - 3p~4 sin 4 9]
(113)
(2 + v) 5
-1(tan 6<;9<TT/2, OS^, T1=U5)
Next the coefficients b (k • 1,3,...) are obtained according to
K
the boundary-point least-square method as described in Appendix A.
With the coefficients b, thus obtained, the constant B which
appears in eqs. (96 and 97) is calculated from the condition that the
resultant shear force is equal to the externally applied tip load Q:
il Z dy = Q (114)
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Since the stress components in eqs. (97) satisfy equations of equili-
brium in the absence of body forces, the following relation must hold:
or
T1 = BE. x = - T1 - T1 (i=f,m) (115)
zz,z i zx,x zy,y
T1 + T1 + BE. x = 0 (i = f,m) (116)
zx,x zy.y i
In view of eq. (116), eq. (114) may be written as
• ci=f,m
= Y [I [(x T1 ), + (y T1 ), ] dx dy
L JJ zx 'x zy y
i=f,m A.
B Ei x dx
i=f,m A.
B Ei x dx
i=f,m A.
IE (117)
where A,, and A are the cross-sectional areas of the respective fiberf m - - -
and matrix regions and I is the weighted moment of inertia of the
cross section. From eq. (117), the constant B is readily obtained as






Finally, the longitudinal thickness-shear flexibility S is obtained
from eq. (95) as
S55 = [Q/(2^ 6r)]/Yeff
rr i 2 -i
= A TT, [%V (I -I ) - (A/I ) x ft +xy )dx dyl (120)
'•E x y y JJA
For an equivalent homogeneous beam with a rectangular cross
section, the longitudinal thickness-shear stiffness is given by
S55 = KA G55/(2^6r) (121)
where the shear coefficient K is obtained as (ref. 60)
K -'10 (l+v)/(12+llv) (122)
Thus, on equating eqs. (120) and (121), one obtains the equivalent
shear modulus G,-c as
x y
- (A/T ) f[ x (Xl+xy2) dx dy]"1 (123)y JJ
2.8 Transverse Thickness-Shear Stiffness
A typical repeating one-quarter cross section shown in figure 9 .
is considered. As a first approximation assuming that the Bernoulli-
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Euler hypothesis holds, we make an elementary Jourawski-type mechanics-
of-materials analysis to obtain the shear stress and strain distri-
butions in the cross section due to the application of shear force Q
along the vertical boundary of the cross section. (See figure 9(a).)
Then the strain energy is calculated and Castigliano's principle is
applied to obtain the macroscopic shearing strain v . The transverse
X
thickness-shear stiffness S.. is then obtained in terms of definite44
Integrals arising from the strain energy calculations.
Assuming that the cross section remains plane, one obtains the
flexural strain distribution as
€x - - a,x y (124)
where e denotes the flexural strain of an element located at a distance
X
y from the midplane, and ry, denotes the bending curvature of the mid-
X
plane. The corresponding stress distribution is
Ovi = - ,<v y E (i=f,m) (125)
X X !•
Summing the moment due to the stress distribution, one finds that




M = \ (126)
x




X1 = Ef/Em , 5 = x/r (127)
From equation (126) , the flexural stiffness of a strip Ax in
width is found to be
f (2/3) Em(u6r)3 [l+(X' -1) il6) ~3(1-|2) 3/2]
<*&l (128)
(2/3) E
In view of equations (125-128) , the flexural stress distribution
is now given by the expression:
- (Mx/D22) y E. (i-f,m) (129)
The thickness-shear distribution T is then obtained readily
xy
from the equilibrium of the forces acting on the strip. (See figure
U6r u&r
-f Co X] dy + f [a x] _.. dy = T Ax (130)J x j x  J u x Jx+Ax x yy y ,
Solving for T in equation (130) and using equation (126), one obtains
-1 P6*
Txv = (A Mx/Ax) °22 J Ei y dyy
where
AM = [M ] ^  - [M 1 (132)
X X X+AX XX
Since the shear force Q = A M /Ax and the integral on the right-
X A
hand side of equation (131) can be evaluated, the thickness-shear
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distribution is given by:
For








Txy = GmYxy=(Qx/2Dx) (134)
In view of equations (133 and 134), that part of the strain
energy per unit z-length due to shearing stresses is readily cal-
culated.
U = (l/2)f I T v dx dy




S/21 1 9 1/2 -?
} • [(U6)J+U'-l)(l--n ) ' J dTl (136)
J {(8/15)(u6)5-(l-T12)^ [(u6)4-(2/3)(u6)2(l-Tl2)+(l/5)(l-T12)2]}-
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•3 9 7/9 9
T<W6) + U'-DU-TI) ' ] dT| (137)
Using Castigliano's theorem, one can compute the mean macroscopic
shearing strain y from equation (135) as
Yxy
= (3Qx/2ur) [2/(5 0^6) ](u-l)+(3/4) G ~ F 1 + ( 3 / 4 ) G ~ F (138)
The average transverse thickness-shear stiffness S// is given
by
B.. = Q /Y = KAG..44 xx xy 44
= (2ur Gm/3)[(2/5)(u-l)/(u6) +(3/4) (F^ 'Vp^  ]-1 (139)
where
X = G£/Gt m
For a homogeneous rectangular corss section, Cowper's shear
factor K is given by eq. (122). Thus, the equivalent transverse
thickness-shear modulus G,, is given by




This section is concerned with the analyses leading toward the char-
acterization of dynamic properties of a single layer of roonof ilament
composites. Many solids, whether they are metallic or otherwise, exhibit
a damping ef fec t ; this phenomenon is essentially due to the dissipation
of energy associated with the deformation. It is convenient, especially
in the case of steady-state vibrational analysis, to represent the dy-
namic properties of the solid by the use of complex dynamic moduli .
For example, the major Young's modulus EI . may be considered to be of
the form
R I
where i = /^T , E^ is the storage modulus and Ej is the loss modulus,
since the latter is associated with that component of the strain 90
out of phase from the stress component which gives rise to the energy
dissipation (reference 64). Alternatively, equation (142) may also be
written as
E = E* (1+ig ) (143)il ii b
where g is referred to as the loss tangent which is related to the
Ell
storage and loss moduli by the equation,
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g = (E.J/E *) = tan
 Y (144)&
Here the term, y , is the phase angle by which the sinusoidally varying
strain component lags behind the accompanying stress component on the
phase plane, and is referred to as the loss angle. (See Figure 10.)
In the following subsections, detailed analyses based on the results
of Section II are made to obtain the loss tangents associated with all
the stiffnesses necessary for the characterizing of the damping properties
of a single layer of monof ilament composite.
3.1 Introduction
As previously discussed in Section 1.1, one of the main advantages
that composite materials have over conventional homogeneous materials
is their macroscopic anisotropic nature which gives the modern structural
designer the ability to design stiffness and damping properties and strengths
to fit the requirements of the application by means of lamination. In the
dynamic analysis of a structure consisting of multiple layers of composites,
as in the case of elastic characteristics, damping characteristics of a
single. layer must be known beforehand in order to predict the dynamic
behavior of the laminated structure.
There have been numerous experimental investigations on damping
characteristics of sandwich and filamentary composite materials (ref. 8-19).
Analytically, Hashin (ref. 20-21) derived a correspondence principle for
the determination of complex moduli of viscoelastic composites (particulate
and filamentary). This correspondence principle is particularly suitable
when the elastic moduli are of a form explicit in terms of the moduli of
the constituent materials. However, Hashin's approach cannot be applied
to cases where the moduli are. given in terms of numerical elastic results.
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Kimball and Lovell (ref. 22) observed that many engineering materials
undergoing sinusoidal motion exhibited energy losses which were proportional
to the square of the amplitude and independent of the frequency. Bert
et al- (ref. 13), in their investigation of damping in sandwich beams,
assumed Kimball -Love 11 type damping for the facing and core materials
and obtained good agreements between the theoretically-calculated and
experimentally-obtained values of the logarithmic decrement for free vibra-
tion.
It is noted that the ratio of the total damping energy dissipated per
cycle Uj to the total potential energy stored per cycle U can be related
to the logarithmic decrement 6 as follows (reference 65):
6 = (1/2) ln[l-(Ud/U)] (145)
For most structural materials, where the logarithmic decrement is small,
it may be approximated by
6 = (l/2)(Ud/U) (146)
In turn, the loss tangent g may be related to 6 by (See Appendix B for
details.)
g = (l/2n)(Ud/U) (147)
The total potential and dissipative energy per cycle of a solid under-
going sinusoidal motion are given by *
(148)
(149)
*Repeated subscripts denote summation where i,j = 1,2,3.
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where fK. and e.. denote respective stress and strain amplitudes,
C, the damping coefficient, and V the total volume (fiber and matrix)d
occupied by the composite.
In performing the integration indicated in equations (148 and
149), the stress distributions are approximated by those obtained from
the elastic analyses of Section II. Inherently, the stress distributions
are dependent on the excitation frequency; however, for the frequency
range of interest here (well below any micro-scale resonance), the
stress distributions obtained from the elastic analyses of Section II
are expected to be valid.
For the monofilament composite element under consideration
here, with the exceptions of in-plane longitudinal shear modulus G,,
ob
and the Poisson's ratio v,~» the following general procedure is adopted
for the calculation of loss tangent of the composite element:
1. First, with the composite element subjected to an appropriate
*
loading , the strain energy is calculated for the respective fiber and
matrix regions (U and U ).
2. In view of equation (147), the damping energies for the re-
spective fiber and matrix regions are obtained as follows:
U* = 2n
 gi U1 (i=f,m) (150)
*
By an appropriate loading, we mean the type of loading which
is appropriate for the property under consideration, i.e., longitudinal
tension for £,,> etc.
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3. Then, the composite loss tangent associated with the pro-
perty under consideration is computed as
g = (l/2n) U/ U (i=f,m) (151)
i i
The determinations of the real parts of the complex moduli;
namely, the storage moduli; are carried out in an analogous manner to
that of Section II by simply replacing the elastic property parameters
with their respective counterparts in the complex moduli.
As for the determinations of the loss tangents for the in-plane
longitudinal shear modulus G,, and the Poisson's ratio VT -, , Hashin's
DO Lf.
correspondence principle is used. The equivalence of the correspondence
principle and the general procedure described above is substantiated
analytically for the case of the longitudinal Young's modulus E and
numerically for the case of the transverse Young's modulus E_2-
In the subsections that follow, detailed analyses are carried
out for the loss tangents corresponding to all of the stiffnesses
characterizing the composite properties.
3.2 Longitudinal In-plane Loss Tangents
Two loss tangents, namely gg and gG/i£> wiH De obtained in
this subsection. As previously discussed in Section 2.2, the major
Young's modulus E is obtained explicitly from the law of mixtures,
whereas the longitudinal in-plane shear modulus G,, is based on the
results of the elasticity analysis of Adams and Doner (ref . 46) .
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Loss tangent §Eii associated with the Major Youns's modulus E.,,
In terms of the notations used in Section 2.2, the total strain energy
per cycle in the respective fiber and matrix regions are calculated as
follows:
Uf = (1/2) JJ af6l dx dy = (1/2) Afof6l
Af
(152)
Um = (1/2) JJ
 Vl dx dy = (1/2) A^
A
m
In view of equations (152 and 150) , the total strain energy per cycle
in the composite and the damping energy per cycle are readily cal-
culated as follows:
(Afaf + AmOm)€l (153)
Ud = " (fifAf°f + SmVn)el (154)
where gr and g are the loss tangents associated with the longitudinalr m
Young's moduli of the fiber and matrix materials. The composite loss
tangent ggi-i associated with the major Young's modulus E ^ is now
readily calculated on substituting equations (153 and 154) into equation
(151).
= (8fVf
In view of equations (5 and 9), equation (155) may be written
in terms of volume fractions V, and V and X" as follows:f m
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' Vf + Vm)/a' VV (I56>
where
as
X' = E R/E R (157)
r m
D
The composite storage modulus EI1 is obtained from eq. (10)
E R = V,ER + V ER (158)11 f f m m
It is interesting to note that identical results for the
storage modulus and the loss tangent can also be obtained on utilizing
the elastic-viscoelast ic correspondence principle of ref. 21. Re-
placing the elastic moduli in the right-hand side of eq. (10) with the
corresponding complex moduli, and separating the real and the imagin-
ary parts, one obtains
E.. = (VCER+V ER)Cl + i (gcV,ER+g V E*) /(VtER+V ER)11 f f m nr Bf f f 6m m m' f f m m'
(159)
from which equations (156 and 158) readily follow. This substantiates
the equivalence of the correspondence principle and the formula (151).
Loss tangent gc^c associated with the in-plane longitudinal
P
shear modulus G,,. - As mentioned previously, the storage modulus G,,
DO DO
is approximated by the elastic analysis of Adams and Doner (ref. 46) .
To calculate the loss tangent &Gf.f. according to eq. (151) would require
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lengthy numerical analyses for the determinations of the stress and
strain distributions. To avoid this, it is surmised here that the
results of ref. 47 may be empirically approximated by a much simpler
formula due to Hashin and Rosen (ref. 35), which is given here in
modified form as follows:
G66/Gtn = CV
(160)
where Cy,. is an empirical factor brought in here so that the shear
modulus as calculated by equation (160) coincides with that given
in ref. 46, X is the fiber and matrix shear-moduli ratio defined in
eq. (31), and Vf is the fiber volume fraction.
In view of the explicit expression of eq. (160), the loss
tangent %>&(.(* ^s readily obtained on replacing A. by its complex counter-
part.
\ = XR (1 + ig ) (161)
where
*/G*) (i+g g )/(i+8 2)r m (j.. (j Of m m
?, = (gr - gr ) / (l+gr gr )
Gf Gm Gf Gm





{[XR( l -V f)4(l+V f)]2 + [\R(l-V f)gx]2} -1 (163)
66 m
{gr [U-V,2)UR (1-g 2)+l] + 2\R(1+V
L G f X
+
 ^  Vf } '
m
(164)
3.3 Transverse In-plane Loss Tangents
Based on the result of elastic analysis and the observation made
in section 2.3, two loss tangents ggoo and gvi2 associated with the in-
plane transverse Young's modulus £„„ and the major Poisson's ratio v,~
will be obtained as follows.
Loss tangent Sg associated with the transverse in-plane Young's
modu1us. - Owing to symmetry in the loading depicted in fig. 4, shear
stresses ^ and T vanish. Hence, the total strain energies per cyclej\z y ^
for the fiber and the matrix regions, respectively, are:
2.
' i ' v~v 1^V'"2viax°v+2Txv ^dX dyJ- A y i *• y J
(i = f ,m) (165)
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where the stress components o ,O ,T are given by the equations (C-4 ,
x y xy
5, and 6). In view of equations (150 and 165), the damping energies per
cycle are:
y]dx dy (i=f,m) (166)
A.
The loss tangent §£00 is tnen readily calculated from eq. (151).
n
The storage modulus £«„ is calculated from the first of equations (36)
by means of appropriate storage moduli of the constituent materials
corresponding to the particular frequency of excitation.
Loss tangent gvi „ associated with the in-plane major Poisson's
ratio. - Since the in-plane major Poisson's ratio v, ~ is related to the
constituent Poisson's ratios v and vf by a simple law-of-mechanical-
mixture formula, eq. (38), the complex Poisson's ratio v, ^ is readily
obtained in a manner similar to that used for E •, , eq . (159), by the use
of Hashin's correspondence principle as follows:
(167)
y til in J. J- ill It I
m
where
R „ R . .. R
V12 = Vf + Vm
g = (g V.v,R + g V v R)/(V,v,R+V v R)V , o V . - f f & v m m f f m m '12 f m
(168)
3.4 Longitudinal Flexural Loss Tangents
In this subsection are treated damping analyses for determining
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the loss tangents §DII and ^Di? associated with the longitudinal and
Poisson flexural stiffnesses. The former is obtained according to eq
(151), whereas the latter is obtained by the application of Hashin's
correspondence principle.
Loss tangent goi-i associated with the longitudinal flexural
stiffness . - In view of eq. (42) derived previously in Section 2.4,
the strain energies per cycle in the fiber and matrix regions are
readily obtained as follows:
nf 2 P RU = a, E.. TTT
z r
Um = {[63<ur)4/6] - (rrr4/32)j
(169)
Using eqs. (150 and 151), one can readily obtain the following




The storage stiffness D is readily calculated from eq . (46) with
the help of eq. (44) by replacing the static moduli and the Poisson's
ratios with their respective real parts of the corresponding complex
moduli and ratios.
Loss tangent gpi? associated with the Poisson flexural stiffness. -
According to Hashin ' s correspondence pr inciple , the complex Poisson
f lexura l s t i f fness D._ may be calculated from equation (50) by replacing
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the elastic moduli and Poisson's ratios appearing on the right-hand




3 { J [FR
(171)
R I
where F (TJ) and F (T\) are the real and imaginary parts of the function
F(T|) defined in equation (51) . Separating the real and imaginary parts
on the right-hand side of equation (171), one readily obtains:
DR2= 2 Em r3[J [FR(TO-gE F^DJdTI + (1/3) [ (u&)3-l]vR A Rj- (172)
o m
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§D12 l ^o \ F (71) + F <T° df | f<1 3 ^^ "L Vm
• {J (175)in j
m
3.5 Transverse Flexural Loss Tangent
Owing to antisymmetry in loading with respect to the J\ axis
as depicted in fig. 6, shear stresses T again vanish as for the case
of the transverse in-plane Young's modulus £„„, Section 3.3. There-
fore, the total strain energy and damping energies per cycle are given
by the eqs. (165 and 166). The loss tangent gDoo and tne storage
R
stiffness D-« are obtained by a procedure similar to that described
in the first subsection of Section 3.3.
3.6 Twisting Loss Tangent
For a composite layer subjected to a pure twisting torque, all
the stress components except T and T vanish. Thus, the strainr
 xz yz
energy and the damping energy per cycle in the fiber and matrix re-
gions, respectively,are calculated from the following formulas:
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[[ (T2 + T2 ) dx dy / (2 G.) (l=f,m) (176)J J x z yz i
A
L
2n gG u\ (i=f,m) (177)
i
where the shear stress components T and T are as given by eqs.
(C-19 through C-22) for each typical composite element depicted in
fig. 7. With the strain energies and damping energies calculated
from eqs. (176 and 177), the loss tangent goA associated with the
twisting stiffness D,, is obtained readily from eq . (151).
bo
3.7 Longitudinal Thickness-Shear Loss Tangent
In view of eqs. (97) , the strain energies per cycle for the fiber
and matrix regions are:
1)1




where the strain components are as given by eqs. (97). According to
eq. (147), the damping energies per cycle in the respective fiber and
matrix regions are therefore equal to:
"a ' 2" SG. II (TxZ+V>dlt d>'/(2 V
+ 2n gE JJ a2 dx dy 1(2 E.) (i=f ,m) (179)
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The loss tangent ggss assoc*-ate<l with the longitudinal thickness-
shear stiffness is then calculated according to the general procedure
described in Section 3.1 with the help of eq. (151).
3.8 Transverse Thickness-Shear Loss Tangent
The strain energies per cycle for the fiber and matrix regions
may be readily calculated from the results of elastic analysis in







where the subscripts s and b refer to shear and bending, respectively;
F. and F_ are as defined in equations (136 and 137); and F_ and F, are
given by the following expressions:




In view of equations (181 and 182) , the damping energies per





Finally, the loss tangent associated with the transverse thick-
ness-shear stiffness is calculated on substitution of equations (180,
2
181, 184, and 185) into eq. (151). It is noted that Q , the square
of the shear force per unit z-length, cancels and thus the loss tangent
is expressed in terms of the loss tangents, moduli ratios, and Poisson's
ratios.
This completes the damping analyses for the determinations of
the loss tangents associated with all the stiffnesses pertinent to
the characterization of the damping behaviors of a single layer of a
monofilament composite. The results obtained herein are used in the
next section, Section IV, for the construction of the design curves and





In this section, numerical results as obtained from the foregoing
elastic and damping analyses, Sections II and III, are presented. First,
in Section 4.1, the results of the present elastic analyses are compared
with some available analytical and experimental results obtained else-
where as a verification of the present analyses. Secondly, in Section 4.2,
property data deduction procedures for some of the constituent materials
are briefly described. Then comparisons of the dynamic stiffnesses and
their associated loss tangents are made with the limited experimental
results which are available. Finally, in Section 4.3, the results of the
present analyses are summarized in the form of a set of design curves for
boron-epoxy composites, and in a tabulated form for boron-aluminum and
glass-epoxy composites. This set of design curves is particularly useful
in predicting the elastic and damping behavior of structural elements
consisting of one or more layers of monofilament composites (reference 63).
4.1 Comparison with Conventional Micromechanics Results
This section is concerned with the numerical comparisons of the
stiffnesses calculated from the present analyses with those obtained else-
where in order to assess the accuracy of the present analyses. Two aspects
of the comparisons to be considered here are:
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1. Comparisons of the in-plane and thickness-shear stiffnesses
with those obtained from conventional micromechanics analysis
where the composite layer consists of many small fibers randomly
or regularly distributed throughout the entire cross section;
see fig. l(b) .
2. Comparisons of the flexural and twisting stiffnesses with those
deduced from the in-plane stiffnesses by the use of eq. (4).
Major Young's modulus E. - There have been many analytical in-
vestigations to determine the major Young's modulus E (refs. 1,39,47, and
48) ranging from a simple mechanics-of -materials analysis to a more sophis-
ticated elastic analysis. In all cases, however, it was demonstrated that
the effect of difference in the Poisson's ratios of the constituent materials
is negligibly small. In fact, Hill (ref. 47) showed by a variational method
that the rule of mixtures, eq. (11), is the lower bound. Therefore, for all
practical design purposes, eq. (11) is deemed sufficiently accurate. Further-
more, experimentally, the published data for Narmco 5505 boron-epoxy com-
posite (reference 64) gave values of E . to be 30.6 x 10 psi in tension and
34.0 x 10 psi in compression; whereas, the value of 30.3 x 10 psi was
obtained from eq. (11) by using nominal Young's modulus values of 60 x 10 psi
for boron and 0.5 x 10 psi for epoxy.
Major in-plane Poisson's. ratio V,
 ? . - Many analytical investigations
have shown that the major Poisson's ratio may be predicted by the rule of
mixtures, eq. (38), with sufficient accuracy. In particular, Abolin'sh (ref.
53) presented in detail the derivation of eq. (38) where the major Poisson's
ratio of the fiber v, may be allowed to be transversely isotropic with the
plane of isotropy normal to the fiber. However, in his derivation, no
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allowance was made for the actual fiber cross-sectional shape. Within the
context of mechanics-of-materials theory, Bert showed that eq. (38) holds
for circular cross-section fibers (reference 65). Halpin and Tsai (reference
66) devised an interpolation method and applied it to the elastic numerical
results in a graphical form obtained previously by Hermans (reference 67) to
show that the numerical data can be empirically approximated by eq. (38).
As a further verification of eq. (38), the numerical results for v,
 7, as
obtained from the second of eqs. (36), are shown in table I for various
fiber volume fractions. It is observed that, for all practical purposes,
the rule of mixtures, eq. (38), may be used for estimating the major Poisson's
ratio Vj~- Unfortunately, comparison with the experimental result (ref. 64)
showed that the theory predicted a much lower value of 0.30 against 0.36
for Narmco 5505 boron-epoxy composite with a fiber volume fraction of 0.50.
This is attributed mainly to the discrepancies in the nominal constituent-
material data used for calculation.
Minor Young's modulus E_-. - The minor Young's modulus E.- as
calculated from the first of eqs. (36) and those obtained by other investi-
gators are plotted against Young's modulus ratio E../E for various fiber
volume fractions for comparison as shown in figure 11. Foye has summarized
the results of analytical investigations on the various estimates of the
transverse properties of filamentary composites (ref. 40). It was concluded
that, in general, the transverse stiffness is relatively insensitive to the
types of models chosen. The specific analytical results for E^j chosen
here for comparison are those due to Tsai (reference 68) and Adams and Doner
(ref. 56). In fig. 11, it is observed that the present theory predicts
values for £„„ which are consistently lower than those of Tsai and of Adams
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and Doner. However, it must be.remembered that in their analyses, a
square-array composite model was used. Thus, the free-edge effect was
completely eliminated. In the present analysis, a single-layer model
was chosen in order to obtain a more realistic representation of the
layer property on the micro-scale. Hulbert and Rybicki (reference 69)
showed in their recent paper that the free-edge effect for some filamentary
composites may range from 9.870 (for boron-epoxy) to 5.0% (for boron-
aluminum) at a fiber volume fraction of 0.50. It is believed that this
accounts for the lower estimates of the present analysis shown in fig. 11.Chen
and Cheng (ref. 38) chose a hexagonal-array model and gave some numerical
results for an E glass-epoxy composite and showed that their result from
the elastic analysis is well within the previous results obtained by
Hashin and Rosen (ref. 35) and Dow and Rosen (reference 70). The present
analysis also gave a result that is bounded by the results of the above
two references (refs. 35 and 70).
In-plane longitudinal shear stiffness G,,. - Adams and Doner (ref.OP
46) determined the in-plane shear modulus G,, using a square-array model
and compared their results obtained from an over-relaxation procedure with
other analytical results (refs . 35, 38, and 71) and a limited number of
experimental resul ts . Excellent agreement was observed between their re-
sults and the complex-variable elastic solution of Wilson and Goree (ref .
71), whereas comparison wi th the analyt ical work of Chen and Cheng (ref .
38) and that of Hashin and Rosen ( re f . 35) showed some discrepancy due to
the hexagonal-array model used by these investigators. A fai r agreement
is observed between Adam and Doner 's results and that of experiment;
theoretical values being consistenly lower by 5.37» for boron-epoxy, 6.7%
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for carbon-epoxy, and 13.5% for glass-epoxy composites. From ait engineering
design point of view, an explicit formula such as the one given by Hashin
and Rosen ( ref. 35) would be highly desirable. For this reason, an
empirical correction factor Cy*: was introduced in Hashin and Rosen's formula
in order to bring their results to coincide with that of Adams and Doner
(ref. 46).
Longitudinal flexural stiffness DI . - In eq. (48), it is observed
that the ratio E^. /E,, represents a measure of flexural stiffness ef-
ficiency which is less than unity for all realistic values of the parameters.
In effect, this means that, unlike those composites containing many small
fibers, the longitudinal flexural stiffness D.... calculated from eq. (4)
using the in-plane major Young's moudlus would be highly unconservative.
A lower bound for the equivalent Young's modulus can be estimated readily
from a "netting type" analysis in which the contribution of the matrix
material to the composite flexural stiffness is completely neglected. This
leads to the expression, originally derived by Margolin (reference 72).
Analysis (^ ) (186)
In table II are shown the flexural stiffness efficiency, E /E , for
various constituent-material combinations, aspect ratios 6 , and volume
fractions (reference 73) . It is noted that the effect of 6 on the flexural
stiffness efficiency is much stronger than those of a and V .
Flexural stiffness efficiencies for various constituent-material
combinations and fiber volume fractions are plotted as shown in figure 12
for square typical elements, i.e., a square array of fibers. For example,
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in the case of a boron-epoxy monofilament composite with a fiber volume
fraction of 0.50, conventional theory, eq. (4), predicts a value for
flexural stiffness D... that is twice as large as the actual flexural
stiffness for a single layer. Also shown in the figure as dashed lines
are lower-bound estimates for fiber volume fractions of 0.20 and 0.70.
It is seen that the lower-bound estimate, eq. (186), increases in accuracy
as the fiber becomes stiffer (large Ef/E ratio), and as the fiber volume'
fraction increases.
Poisson flexural stiffness D
 2> - The values of Poisson flexural
stiffness as calculated from the present analysis, eq. (50), are compared
with those calculated from eq. (4) by the use of in-plane stiffnesses and
Poisson ratios. Again, it is found that Poisson flexural stiffnesses cal-
culated in a conventional fashion are much greater than those of present
analysis as demonstrated in Table III. For all of the composites compared,
it is observed that for a low Ef/E ratio (<6) and low fiber volume fraction
(<0.40), Dj» as calculated from eq. (4) is in fair agreement, the difference
being less than 7%. However, for a high-stiffness-fiber composite such as
boron-epoxy, the conventional formula, eq. (4), over-estimates by as much
as 40% or more at a fiber volume fraction of 0.60.
Transverse flexural stiffness DO?- ~ 1° order to assess the trans-
verse flexural stiffness efficiency in an analogous manner as that of
longitudinal flexural stiffness, the ratio of the value of D~? as obtained
from eq. (59) and that obtained from eq. (4) is plotted against the Ef/Em
ratio for various fiber volume fractions as shown in figure 13. It is
observed that the conventional estimates from eq. (4) are again on the
unconservative side. However, variance in the transverse flexural rigidity
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efficiency due to fiber volume fraction is relatively weak. This is
perhaps due to the rather insignificant stiffening effect that the fiber
has on the transverse in-plane and flexural stiffnesses. For a boron-
epoxy composite with fiber volume fractions ranging from 0.4 to 0.6,
the stiffening effect, as reflected by the value of E_2/E , ranges
from 2 to 4, whereas in the case of the longitudinal modulus, the
values of E../E ranges from 48 to 72!11 m
Twisting stiffness D,,. - The torsional problem of a compositebo
layer presented in Section 2.6 is particularized to a simple case of a
single typical element and compared with the result obtained by Ely and
Zienkiewicz, who solved the problem by the application of the relaxation
method (ref. 74) . Comparisons of the values of the Prandtl torsion
function at the mesh points showed that the present analysis is in good
agreement with that of ref. 74; see figure 14. A series of exploratory
computer runs indicated that the solution was relatively insensitive to
the number of boundary points and the number of terms retained in the
series solutions, eq. (80), for the values of parameters used in this
example (Gf/G = 10, u = 2, 6 = 1). In the example shown, 31 equally
spaced points on the vertical edge of the cross section and a 31-term
series solution were used.
In figure 15 is shown the values of the normalized Dirichlet
torsion function v at equally-spaced mesh points of the one-quarter
cross section of a composite layer containing three repeating typical
elements. In this example, a total al 50 points and 10-term and 20-
term series solutions of the respective zeroth and first regions were
used. Pertinent data are: GC/G = 0, u « 2, and 6 = 1 . It is interestingt m
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to note the similarity and symmetry in the ¥ - value in the first and
the second quarter-sections. It is also of interest to note the decrease
in the V - value in the third quarter-section that is farthest from the
origin. This means that for a layer containing many fibers, the
torsional rigidity (not the layer twisting stiffness) can be approxi-
mated as the number-of-fiber multiples of the torsional rigidity of a
slqgle element.
Figure 16 shows the twisting stiffness ratio D,,/D,, for various
DO OO
values of fiber volume fractions and shear modulus ratio G./G .f m
Comparisons of the twisting stiffnesses for a square single
element cross section calculated from eq. (84) and eq. (4) are tabulated
as shown in Table IV. It is apparent that a twisting analysis is a must
in predicting the layer-twisting stiffness.
Longitudinal thickness-shear stiffness G ,.. - For a small-fiber
composite or parallel laminates consisting of many layers, it is generally
accepted that the longitudinal thickness-shear modulus G,.,- is equal to the
in-plane longitudinal shear modulus Gfi, (references 75 and 76). However,
in the case of a single-layer composite with only a single row of fibers,
the longitudinal thickness-shear modulus G,.,- is expected to be greater
than the in-plane shear modulus G,, due to the shear-stiffening effect of
the fiber. Bert used an approximate Jourawski-type shear theory to pre-
dict that the ratio G ,,/G,, may vary from 2.86 for boron-aluminum to 37
for boron-epoxy composites with a volume fraction of 0.482 (ref. 73). In
the present more refined analysis, this ratio is found to vary from 1.5
for boron-aluminum to 16.2 for boron-epoxy composites with a volume fraction
of 0.5 .
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Numerical results for the longitudinal thickness-shear imxlulu;;
are summarized as shown in figure 17 for various volume fractions and
constituent-material combinations.
Transverse thickness-shear modulus G... - The transverse thick-44
ness-shear modulus G,, is plotted against volume fractions for various
constituent-material combinations as shown in figure 18. Comparison with
the analytical results obtained by Heaton (ref. 75) showed that fair
agreement is observed for fiber volume fractions below 0.5, but at higher
fiber volume fractions, 0.6 say, the present estimate for boron-epoxy
composites gave a 14% higher value for G,,. The discrepancy is attributed
to the differences in the models chosen for the analyses; Heaton's model
being that of a multi-fiber square array.
4.2 Storage Moduli and Associated Loss Tangents.
Prior to evaluations of the dynamic stiffness and damping be-
havior of a layer of a monofilament composite characterized by nine
stiffnesses and a Poisson ratio with their respective associated loss
tangents, accurate dynamic constitutive properties of each constituent
material must be known. A survey of the literature revealed that
numerous experiments have been made to determine damping characteristics
of glass (references 77-80) , epoxy (ref. 9), and aluminum (references
81-83). However, apparently no such data are available on boron. Because
of different experimental techniques and perhaps slight differences in
material compositions in the specimens, the damping properties obtained
by these investigators do not always correlate with those obtained for
the composite specimens. Therefore, it would be necessary to have avail-
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able good data for the constituent-material properties for the micro-
mechanics prediction of the composite macroscopic properties. However,
sometimes this may be difficult to obtain experimentally, for example
due to frailty of fibers in the filamentary composites or nonlinear
effects (see Appendix D) .
In view of this, a scheme for obtaining in-situ constituent
material properties from tests on composites may be necessary. Some
successful attempts at deducing such constituent-material properties
were reported by Papirno and Slepetz (reference 84) and Bert (reference
85) for static properties. Therefore, this deduction procedure was
used in the present investigation properties to obtain the dynamic
properties of some of the constituents from the test data on filamentary
composites when necessary.
To characterize the isotropic behavior of the material completely,
two independent moduli and their associated loss tangents must be known.
For the subsequent data deduction, it is assumed here that each material
behaves elastically in dilatation. With this assumption and the knowledge
of the Young's modulus and associated loss tangent, the second pertinent
modulus (shear modulus or Poisson's ratio) and its associated loss
tangent may be readily obtained.
The dynamic Young's modulus and associated loss tangent for boron,
epoxy, E glass, aluminum alloy 2024-T3, and aluminum alloy 6061 are
summarized as shown in figures 19-23. Data for E glass (fig. 21) were
obtained from ref. 79; for aluminum 2024-T3 (fig. 22), from ref. 81;
for aluminum 6061 (fig. 23), from refs. 81 and 8; and curve B for epoxy
(fig. 20), from ref. 9.
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Curve A for epoxy (fig. 20) was deduced from the experimental
data on glass-epoxy filamentary composites by Mazza et al. (reference
86); and the data for boron (fig. 19) were deduced from curve A and the
experimental results on boron-epoxy filamentary composites of the
same reference.
A quick comparison showed that the prediction of the loss
tangent associated with the transverse Young's modulus for glass-epoxy
is in good agreement with the experimental results of ref. 9, both vary-
•
ing from 1% to 3% for the frequency range between 20 and 2000 Hz.
The same comparison for boron-epoxy filamentary composites also
indicated excellent agreement on the prediction of the loss tangent
associated with the transverse Young's modulus; in both cases, ref. 86
and the present analysis, the value of loss tangent varies between 1.6
and 2.0% in the frequency range 20-400 Hz.
Pertinent data for the complete characterization of the con-
stituent properties are summarized in Tables V-IX.
4.3 Design Curves and Tables - Storage Moduli and Associated Loss
Tangents Versus Frequency for Various Fiber Volume Fractions
The results of the present analyses are summarized in the form
of design curves for a boron-epoxy filamentary composite as shown in
figs. 24-33 for the frequency range 50-2000 Hz. and the fiber volume
fractions V = 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6. In application, the curve A series
should be used for better predictions of the composite stiffnesses
and associated loss tangents; the Curve B series is included for com-
parison purposes only.
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In Tables X-XX1X are listed all the pertinent dynamic stiffnesses
and associated loss tangents for the characterization of the layer
properties of boron-aluminum and E glass-epoxy composites for the
same ranges of frequency and fiber volume fractions.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
Elastic and damping analyses resulting in determination of
all pertinent stiffnesses and associated loss tangents for the
characterisation of the elastic and damping behavior of a mono-
filament composite were carried out.
The numerical results obtained for the stiffnesses and
associated loss tangents compared favorably with some existing
analytical and experimental results for some typical filamentary
composites, such as, boron-epoxy, boron-aluminum, E glass-epoxy.
The results of the flexural and twisting stiffness analyses
showed that these properties cannot be deduced accurately from the
in-plane-properties, and, thereby, the necessity for such analyses
for a monofilament composite layer.
The assumption of Kimball-Lovell type damping was shown to
be equivalent to the elastic-viscoelastic correspondence principle
for the case of the in-plane longitudinal stiffness.
The results of this investigation were summarized in a set
of design curves for a boron-epoxy composite, and in a set of design
data tables for boron-aluminum and E glass-epoxy composites. The
former were applied to the problem of predicting resonant frequencies
nodal patterns, and damping ratios for laminated boron-epoxy plates
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(references 6k and 87) and achieved excellent agreement with available
experimental results, for six different plates (ref. lit).
Recommendations for future investigation. - For future re-
searches, the following topics are suggested:
1. Experimental characterization of the complete set of dynamic
stiffness and damping properties of various filamentary
composite materials of technological importance.
2. Analytical investigation of the viscoelastic behavior of
composite materials with thermo-mechanical coupling.




Numerous approximate methods are available for the solution of
boundary-value problems. To name a few, there are the Rayleigh-Ritz,
Galerkin, Kantorovich, finite element, relaxation, and collocation
methods. Of these methods, especially with the availability of modern
digital computers, probably the boundary-point least-square version
(ref. 5) of the collocation method is the most efficient for solution of
mixed boundary-value problems, such as those investigated in Section
II. The main useful features of the method are:
1. It may be applied to mixed boundary-value problems with re-
lative ease.
2. The assumed solution may be made to satisfy the boundary conditions
at a set of sufficiently dense points in the sense of minimiz-
ing the square error; hence the solution may be made independent
of the number of boundary points chosen.
In general then, the solution is reduced to the satisfaction of a set
of overdetermined algebraic simultaneous equations
AX = B (A-l)
where 7( >mx ncoefficient matrix (m>n), X -• n-dimension column vector
of unknown coefficients, B = n-dimension column vector of prescribed
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boundary values, m = number of chosen boundary points, and n = number
of unknown coefficients.
2
Then the mean-square-error matrix (E ) for equation (A-l) is given
as
2 *+** *N* T1 ***** «•/
E = (AX-B) (AX-B) (A-2)
where the superscript T denotes the transpose of the matrix quantity
which it follows.
On minimizing equation (A-2) with respect to X, one obtains
(XTA)X = (ATB) (A-3)
or
A*X" = B* (A-4)
where A is an nxn matrix given' by
A = A1^ (A-5)
and B is an n-dimension column vector given by
B = Tk1"! (A-6)
Finally, the solution-coefficient vector X that minimizes the square
error is obtained readily from equation (A-4) by using a number of standard
computer scientific subroutines. However, care must be taken in the choice
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of appropriate forms of the stress functions and in the choice of
boundary points to avoid any boundary points at which the prescribed
boundary values are identically satisfied.
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APPENDIX B
MODELS AND MEASURES OF MATERIAL DAMPING
Bl. Mathematical Models for Material Damping
Internal friction or damping in materials can be caused by a variety
of combinations of fundamental physical mechanisms, depending upon the
specific material. For metals, these mechanisms include thermoelasticity
on both the micro and macro scales, grain boundary viscosity, point-
defect relaxations, eddy-current effects, stress-induced ordering, inter-
stitial impurities, and electronic effects (ref. 7). According to
Lazan (ref. 7 ), little is known about the physical micromechanisms
operative in most nonmetallic materials. However, for one important class
of these, namely polymers and elastomers, considerable phenomenolo^ical
data have been obtained. Due to the long-range molecular order associated
with their giant molecules, polymers exhibit rheological behavior inter-
mediate between that of a crystalline solid and a simple liquid. Of
particular importance is the marked dependence of both stiffness and damp-
ing on frequency and temperature.
The purpose of developing, a mathematical model for the rheological
behavior of a solid is to permit realistic results to be obtained from
mathematical analyses of complicated structures under various conditions,
such as sinusoidal, random, and transient loading. According to reference
7 , as early as 1784 Coulomb recognized that the mechanisms of damping
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operative at low stresses may be different than those at high stresses.
Even today, after more than 2500 publications on damping have appeared,
major emphasis is placed on linear models of damping for several reasons:
they have sufficient accuracy for the low-stress regime and linear analyses
are computationally more economical than nonlinear ones.
The simplest mathematical models of Theological systems are single-
parameter models: (1) an idealized spring, which exhibits a restoring
force linearly proportional to displacement and thus displays no damp-
ing whatsoever, and (2) an idealized dashpot, which produces a force
linearly proportional to velocity. Obviously, neither of these models
are very appropriate to represent the behavior of most real materials.
The next most complicated models of rheological systems are the
two-parameter models: (1) the Maxwell model, which consists of a spring
and dashpot in mechanical series, as shown schematically in figure B-l(a);
and (2) the Kelvin-Voigt model, which is comprised of a spring in
parallel with a dashpot, as shown in figure B-l(b). The Maxwell model
is a fair approximation to the behavior of a viscoelastic liquid. How-
ever, as a model for a viscoelastic solid, it has several very serious
drawbacks (ref. 7) ; there are no means to provide for internal
stress and for afterworking. The Kelvin-Voigt model overcomes these
deficiencies and is a first approximation to the behavior of a viscoelastic
solid. However, it has the following disadvantages (ref. 7): there
is no elastic response during application or release of loading, the
creep rate approaches zero for long durations of loading, and there is
no permanent set irrespective of the loading history.
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It should be mentioned that the Kelvtn-Voigt model is the simplest
one which permits representation as a complex quantity when subjected to
sinusoidal motion. To show this, one can write the following differential
equation governing the motion of a single-degree-of- freedom system con-
sisting of a sinusoidally excited mass attached to a Kelvin-Voigt element:
. . . . ,_ , >.
mu+ cu + ku = Fe (B-l)
where m = mass, c = viscous damping coefficeint, k = spring rate, F H
exciting force amplitude, iu s circular frequency of exciting force,
u = displacement, i =/-\~ , t 2 time, and a dot denotes a derivative
with respect to time. Assuming that sufficient time has passed for the
"k
transients to die out, we can write the steady state solution of equation
(B-l) as follows:
u = u ei(U>t - *>- J [ (k-m*2) + iuc]'1 eiu)t (B-2)
where cp = phase angle between the response (u) and the exciting force,
and 7i £ displacement amplitude.
It is noted that the terms containing Kelvin-Voigt coefficients k and
iu)c can be grouped into a single Kelvin-Voigt complex stiffness (k) as
follows:
It can be shown that they do die out for a mechanical system, for which
c, m, and k are all positive quantities.
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k = k + iiuc (B-3)
Alternatively, the Kelvtn-Voigt element coefficient could have
been grouped into a single complex damping coefficient (c ) as follows:
c = c - (i k/co) (B-4)
The force (F.) in a dashpot is given by
Fd = c u = icucuei(U)t ' *> (B-5)
The energy dissipated per cycle (U,) in a dashpot undergoing
sinusoidal motion can be calculated as follows:
f p - n u ) 2Fd du = Fd u dt = ncum (B-6)
In 1927, Kimball and Lovell (ref. 22) observed that many
engineering materials exhibited energy losses which were contradictory
to equation (B-6). Specifically, they found that U, was proportional
~2to u but independent of co, i. e.
(B-7)
~
Later work by Wegel and Walther (reference _>8) also showed that U , « "u
but C, was a weak function of CD. Still later, for stresses below the
fatigue limit of the material, Lazan (references 7,89 ) showed that IK <* 7i
and C' was practically independent of to.
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Equating the energy dissipated per cycle in the Kimball-Lovell
material, equation (B-7), to that in the dashpot, equation (B-6), one
obtains
C' = TTCU) (B-8)
d
To utilize the Kimball-Lovell observation in practical structural
dynamic analyses, it was desirable to have an expression for the as-
sociated damping force, i.e. an equation analogous to equation (B-5),
/
which governs a dashpot. According to Bishop (reference 90) this was
first done by Collar. Combining equations (B-5, B-8), one obtains the
following "frequency-dependent damping" relation:
Fd = (b/cu) u (B-9)
where b is a constant given by
b = CJ/TT (B-10)
The kind of damping represented by equation (B-9) has been called fre-
quency-dependent damping, since the usual dashpot coefficient c is now
replaced by the quantity b/tu.
For the damper represented by Eq. (B-9), it is convenient to replace
k in the undamped system by the Kimball-Lovell complex stiffness
(reference 91):
k' = k + ib (B-ll)
where it is now noted that both k and b are assumed to be independent of
frequency. This representation has been used extensively in aircraft
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structural dynamic and flutter analyses (references 92,93).
An alternative to equation (B-ll), is to use the concept of a complex
damping coefficient, originated by Myklestad (reference 94), in which the
spring constant is replaced by
k" = Cieim (B-12)
where C, and tn are constants.
Although Kimball and Lovell's original work was based on data
obtained during steady-state sinusoidal motion, the models represented
by equations (B-9, B-ll, B-12) have been applied to free vibrations as
well (refs. 90, yi ,95). To alleviate the difficulty of the interpreting of
m in equation (B-9) for the case of free vibration or for multiple-fre-
quency forced vibration, Reid (reference 96) suggested the following form:
Fd - b| u/u| u (B-13)
where the bars denote that the absolute value of the quantity between
them is to be used.
In summary, four different versions of material damping have been
discussed. In terms of the differential equation for free vibration,
they may be written as follows:
mil + (b/iu) u + ku = 0 (B-14a)
mu + (k + ib) u =0 (B-14b)
mil + C^e^u = 0 (B-14c)
mu + b | u/u | u + ku = 0 (B-14d)
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The models represented by equations (B-14) have been criticized
by many investigators for various reasons:
1. In equation (B-14a), the interpretation of uu is dubious (refer-
ences 96,98). Milne (reference 97) suggested that it is associated with the
imaginary part of the pair of complex roots, but went on to state that
there is no clear justification for this interpretation.
2. Equations (B-14b) and (B-14c) are equations with complex coef-
ficients and the meaning of this is not clear (refs. 95, 9/) . Further-
more, although they have complex exponential solutions, neither the real
nor imaginary parts alone are solutions (refs. 97, 9&).
3. Equation (B-14d) is a nonlinear differential equation, due to
the behavior of | u/ii | (ref. 97).
4. None of the models represented by equations (B-14) can be sim-
ulated, even on a conceptual basis, on an analog computer (refs.
96, 98 ).
5. The model represented by equation (B-14a) does not meet the
Wiener-Paley condition (references 99,100) of causality for physically
realizable systems, as was shown in references 98,102-103.
6. Equation (B-14b) fails to give the proper relations of a
damping force that is proportional to displacement and in phase with
velocity. This can be alleviated by use of a more unwieldy expression
proposed in references 104,105.
Incidentally reference 106 claimed that none of the equation
(B-14) models result in energy dissipation that is independent of
u) (the reason for abandoning the Kelvin-Voigt model) . However, an error
in this reasoning, which makes it invalid, was pointed out in reference 107.
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It can be shown that the sinusoidally forced vibration version of
free vibration equations (B-14a,b,c) are exactly equivalent. Probably
the most popular form for writing this is as follows:
~- iu)t
mil + (k 4- ib)u = Fe (B-15)
The major criticism of the use of equation (B-15) is that it results
in a conventionally defined magnification factor (see Section B2), correspond-
ing to zero frequency, which is not equal to unity for g ^  0 (ref . 90) .






and k1 is the stiffness coefficient associated with the total in-plane force
amplitude, i.e.
k1 = (k2 + b2)^
Thus,
MF1 = (k2 + b2)%/[k-mu)2)2 + b2]^ = (1 + g2A[(lVVu>n 2)2 + g2]^
The major advantages of using the equation (B-15) model for steady-
state yibrational and flutter analyses are as follows:
1. The analysis is considerably simplified in comparison with that
for viscous damping, as pointed out in reference 108.
2. The analysis is linear.
3. The complex-modulus concept has long been in common use, especially
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in connection with measurement of the damping properties of elastomers,
polymers, etc. (reference 107).
4. The complex-stiffness approach has been used very successfully
in flutter analysis for approximately three decades (refs. 92,93 ,107 ,109 )
In view of these considerations, the complex-stiffness approach is
used in the main portion of the present report. However, for completeness
and comparison, a number of other more complicated approaches are also dis-
cussed in this section.
To overcome some of the deficiencies of the Kelvin-Voigt and Max-
well models, they were combined in various ways to obtain the three-para-
meter models shown in figure B-l(c) and (d). It can be shown (reference
110) that by properly selecting the values of the coefficients, the two
models can be used interchangably. In other words, the model repre-
sentation is not unique. In fact, both representations have been called
the "standard linear solid", "standard linear material," "simple an-
elastic model", or "standard model of a viscoelastic body" (references
111-114)- Unfortunately, few materials have been characterized by the use
of the standard linear solid. Perhaps the most extensive characterization
has been carried out for flexural vibration of 2024-T4 aluminum alloy:
by Granick and Stern (reference 82,115) in air and by Gustafson et al.
(ref. 81) in vacuo.
Obviously one can go on from a three-parameter model to a four-
parameter one, etc. Continuing this process, one obtains two well-
known models (ref. Ill): the Kelvin chain, shown in figure B-2(a),
and the generalized Maxwell model, shown in figure B-2(b). The be-
havior of such systems can be written in either differential or integral
form, as discussed in detail in reference 111. However, the complexity of
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such a model has limited its use both experimentally (in characterizing
engineering materials) and analytically (in performing dynamic analyses).
Thus, for engineering applications, there is a continuing search for
models which are simple, yet represent the behavior of real materials
with sufficient accuracy.
A relatively simple model, which is somewhat similar to the generalized
Maxwell one, is due to Biot (reference 116);see figure B-2(c). The number
of simple Voigt elements in this model is allowed to increase without bound,
so that the damping force is represented by the following expression:
rt
F = gj Ei [-e(t-T)](du/dT) dT (B-17)




Caughey (ref. 98) made a detailed study of Biot's model for both
free and forced vibration. He showed that for uu/e > 10, the energy dis-
sipated in Biot's model is within 4% of being independent of frequency (u>)
and thus essentially depends only upon the square of the displacement
amplitude. Milne (ref. 97) studies the Biot model by means of the con-
volution integral. . ..
Neubert (reference 117) introduced a variant of the Biot model, in
which a different distribution function for the local stiffness-damping
ratio is used. Milne (ref. 97) also studied this model via the convolution
integral. Milne introduced a new synthesized model of his own. However,
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the main conclusion of his investigation was that, for practical engineer-
ing purposes, the choice of a rheological model is not critical, provided
that the range of constant damping is kept the same and the damping is
sma11.
The linear hereditary theory of material damping was originated in
1876 by Boltzmann (reference 118). In this theory, the energy loss is
attributed to the elastic delay by which the deformation lags behind
tne applied force. It is called a hereditary theory because the in-
stantaneous deformation depends upon all of the stresses applied to the
body previously as well as upon the stress at that instant. The damping
force is given by
• <J-r u (T ) dr
where t = actual time, T = an instant of time (dummy variable), u =
displacement, and $ = hereditary kernel or memory function. Often the




Fd = I *(t - T) U(T) dT (B-20)
It is most advantageous to determine the hereditary kernel from
^
experimental data. It has been found to be a monotonically decreasing
function which can be represented mathematically as follows:
n
$(t) = £ A.e'V (B-21)
Such a system is said to have a heredity of degree n and A. and or.
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are called heredity constants. Hobbs (ref. 112) lias shown that a first
degree hereditary model is equivalent to a simple anelastic model
(standard linear solid) .
Volterra (reference 119) has presented a method of determining the
hereditary kernel from material response to either suddenly applied
loading or to sinusoidal excitation. He also presented plots of mag-
nification factor and phase shift versus frequency for a wide range of
parameters of a single-degree-of-freedom system with first-degree
hereditary damping. For certain combinations of the parameters, the
magnification and phase characteristics are quite different from that
of a viscously damped system; yet for certain other combinations, the
characteristics are quite similar.
Numerous nonlinear mathematical models have been proposed to per-
mit better correspondence between theory and experiment. However, all
of them, by their very nonlinear nature, are more complicated to apply
in structural dynamic analyses of practical engineering systems. Perhaps
the simplest one is damping energy per unit volume and per cycle pro-
portional to stress to a power (ref. 7 ):
Ud = Cd^m (B-22)
where GJ and m are material constants and a is the cyclic stress
\amplitude. It is noted that m = 2 corresponds to the Kimball-Lovell re-
lation (linear theory) discussed previously. It has been found that m
varies from 1.8 to 6.0, generally being near 2.0 at low stress amplitudes.
Tne hysteresis loop associated with the complex-modulus model,
equation (B-ll), is elliptic in shape; see figure B-3(a). However,
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the hysteresis loops determined experimentally have sharp corners at both
ends and are nearly linear in the low-stress, low-strain region, as shown
in figure B-3(b). According to ref. 7 (page 97), in 1938 Davidenkov
proposed a nonlinear mathematical model which results in a similar shape
of hysteresis loop. Further work on this class of model has been carried
out by Pisarenko (reference 120) .
Rosenblueth and Herrera (reference 121) proposed a nonlinear model
which eliminates the causality difficulties of the complex-modulus model.
Chang and Bieber (reference 122) introduced a nonlinear hysteresis model
in which there is no hysteresis damping unless the displacement amplitude
exceeds a certain threshold value.
B2. Measures of Material Damping
In this section, various definitions of damping are discussed in
the context of a complex-modulus material.
Energy Dissipation Under Steady-State Sinusoidal Vibration. - Energy
dissipated per cycle (U.) in the form of internal frictional heating is
one measure of damping. Howeve'r, this quantity depends upon the size, shape,
and dynamic stress distribution (which in turn, depends upon the particular
mode of vibration). In view of the above difficulties, the specific damping
energy (U, ) is usually considered to be a more basic property of the
material, rather than the structure. The U, is defined as the damping energy
per cycle and per unit volume, 'assuming a uniform dynamic stress distribution
throughout the volume considered. Thus, the total damping energy is
Ud = JV Udv dV (B'23)
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Resonant Magnification Factor Under Steady-State Sinusoidal Ex-
citation. - The resonant magnification factor (KMF) is defined as the
dimensionless ratio of the response at resonance to the excitation,
where both the response and the excitation must be specified in the
same units (see figure B-4) . These quantities may be in units of dis-
placement, velocity, acceleration, or strain. Unfortunately, the re-
sonant magnification factor is dependent upon the structural system con-
figuration as well as upon the damping property of the material, so that
it is considered to be a system characteristic, rather than a basic material
property.
Incidentally RMF is not applicable to nonlinear systems, since then
it depends upon the excitation level. (In a linear system, RMF is independ-
ent of the level of excitation.)
Bandwidth of Half-Power Points Under Steady-State Sinusoidal Excitation,
The separation (OJ^-ULJ,) between the frequencies associated with the half-
power points increases with an increase in damping (see figure B-5) and thus
can be used as a measure of damping. A more meaningful definition is to
normalize by the associated resonant frequency (UD ), i.e. use the dimension-
less bandwidth given by
Ttiis measure is the basis for determination of damping by the original
Kennedy-Pancu method (reference 123) .
The quality factor Q is defined as the reciprocal of the dimensionless
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bandwidth.
Derivative of Phase Angle with Respect to Frequency, at Resonance. -
This measure is the basis for determination of damping by an improvement
(reference 124) of the Kennedy-Pancu method.
Loss Tangent Under Steady-State Sinusoidal Excitation. - Applying
the complex-stiffness (see Section Bl) to the material property represent-
ing stiffness, namely the Young's modulus (E), we obtain
E - ER(1 + ig) (B-24)
*
Thus, the loss tangent is defined as follows:
g H E X /E R (B-25)
I ** R ***
where E = loss modulus and E is called the storage modulus.
Referr ing .to figure B-6, we obtain the following relation:
g = tan y = E X / E R (B-26)
or
= arctan E /E (B-27)
*Also known as the "loss coefficient", "loss factor", or "damping
factor".
**Also sometimes called the "dissipation modulus."
***Also sometimes called "elastic modulus" or "real modulus."
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The quantity y is called the loss angle and equation (B-26) explains
the origin of the term loss tangent for g.
,') Cyclic Decay of Free Vibrations. - In a linear system, free vibrations
decay exponentially (see figure B-7). The larger the damping, the faster
is the decay. Thus, the logarithmic decrement 6 is defined as follows:
6 s £n (a../a_. .,) (B-28)
where £n s natural logarithm.
For a power-law material, eq. (B-22), to have 6 independent of
amplitude, m must be 2 (see Section B3 for proof). When m=2, the follow-
ing means of calculating 6 is more practical, especially when damping
is small:
6 = (1/n) In (ai/a1_)fl) (B-29)
where n is any arbitrary integer.
Temporal Decay of Free Vibrations. - Another measure associated with
the decay of free vibrations is the temporal decay constant v , defined as
follows (reference 7 , foldout opposite p. 35):
Vt =' (-t2"tl)" ln t U(t1)/u(t2)] (B-30-)
where t. and t« are two different values of time, arbitrary except that
t_ > t. and (t_ - t.) must be an integer number of periods of damped
vibration. The quantities u(tj) and u(t?) are the respective displacements
at times t and t_. It is seen that the usual units for v are sec
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An alternate way of specifying the temporal decay is the decay
rate y , which has units of decibels per second (db/sec) and is defined
as follows:
Yt = 20 (t2 - t L ) ~ l log [uCt^/uO^)] (B-31)
or
-1 Vt ( t2 ' h*Yt = 20(t2 - tL) log e = (20 log e)v f c *, 8.68 vt
where log s logarithm to the base 10.
Spatial Attenuation of a Plane Wave in a Slender Bar. - If
one propagates a plane, harmonic wave in a slender bar made of a homo-
geneous, linear material , the wave exhibits exponential decay with axial
position (x), analogous to the temporal decay of free vibration (which
may be considered as a standing wave). Analogous to the logarithmic de-
crement (see above), we have the logarithmic attenuation 6 , defined as
S
follows in terms of amplitudes a(x.) and a(x?) at stations x1 and x_:
6g = In [a(x1)/a(x2)] (B-32)
Analogous to the temporal decay constant, we define the spatial
attenuation constant v as follows:
•— s
vs = (x2 - x^ "1 In ra(x1)/a(x2)] (B-33)
The unit of v is in" .
s
Finally, analogous to the decay rate, we define the spatial
attenuation rate y as follows:
s
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YS = 20(x2 - x^" log [aCx^/aCx.,)] w 8.68 vg. (B-34)
The unit of Y is db per unit length.
s
It should be cautioned that the determination of damping by wave
attenuation requires that the cross section of the bar be compact (pre-
ferably round or square) and that the largest cross-sectional dimension
be very small compared to the wave length of the traveling wave. Further-
more, the two stations along the bar, at which the wave measurements are
made, must be: (1) sufficiently far from the point of impact that initial
transients have died out and (2) sufficiently far from each other so that
a measurable change in amplitude occurs. Kolsky discussed these points
in detail in reference 125.
B3. Inter-Relationships Among Various Measures of Damping for
Homogeneous Materials
Here we consider a single degree-of-freedom system consisting of a
mass supported on a mass less spring made of a homogeneous Kimball-Lovell
or complex-modulus material. Then the governing differential equation




u *sj [(k-nxu2)2 +b2]~1/2 (B-36)
9 = arctan [b/(k-mu)2)] (B-37)
The magnification factor (MF) is defined as follows:
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MF = u/u (B-38)
s c




Combining equations (B-36, B-38, and B-39), one obtains the
following relation:
M F = { f l - (u)/tun)2]2+ (b/mu2)2]-"172 (3-40)
where u> is the natural frequency (i.e. the resonant frequency of the
undamped system), given by:
The critical material damping coefficient (b ) is the minimum value
of b for which the free vibratory motion is non-oscillatory. It is
obtained from the following relationship:
(bc/2roun)2 = k/m = u)2 (B-42)
or
bc = 2roa>2 (B-42)
The damping ratio £ is defined as follows:
C s b/bc (B-43)
Combining equations (B-40, B-42, and B-43), one arrives at the
following general, dimens ionless relationship:
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MF = {[l-(u>/u>n)2]2 + 4£2}~1/2 (B-44)
! It Is seen easily that MF is a function of only two parameters: the fre-
quency ratio (uj/u) ) and the damping ratio (£). It should be mentioned
that equation (B-44) is somewhat different than the known relationship
for a single-degree-of-freedom Kelvin-Voigt viscously damped system,
even though the damping ratio £ is defined analogously ( = c/c ,
where c = 2mu> ).
c n
The resonant magnification factor (RMF) is defined as the value
of MF at resonance, which is taken here to occur when <p = 90 . In view
of equation (B-37), this implies that the resonant frequency is m .
Thus, at resonance, equation (B-44) reduces to the following simple
expression:
RMF = ( 2 C ) " | (B-45)
Thus, it is seen that the same simple relationship between the damping
ratio and the resonant magnification factor holds as does for a Kelvin-
Voigt system. Although the resonant amplitude can be measured accurately,
there are problems in measuring the static deflection in complicated
structures (due to signal-to-noise rat io limitations of instrumentation).
For this reason, in s t ructural dynamics, RMF is seldom used as a measure
of damping.





Ud = i Fd du = Fdu dt
where F, is the damping force, given by
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(B-47)
Substituting equations (B-35) and (B-47) into equation (B-46) and
integrating, we obtain the following result:
U, = nb H2 (B-48)
a
To convert equation (B-48) to the form of equation (B-22), with
m=2, it is necessary to divide by the volume and to relate u to n.
Now the force amplitude is :
"F = Aa = ku . (B-49)
where A H cross-sectional area.
Assuming the spring is a mass less and uniform bar, we have
k = AE/L (B-50)
where L = effect ive length of spring and E = Young's modulus of the bar.
Combining equations (B-48, B-49, B-50), one obtains the following result:
"< = UJ/V = (nbL/A)(o/E)2 (B-51)dv d
Comparing the form of equations (B-22) and (B-51), we see that
for a Kimball-Lovell mater ia l , m = 2 and
Cd = nbL/AE2 (B-52)
It should be noted that -Lazan (reference 7 , chap. II) has shown
that these results are independent of the stress distribution and the
specimen geometry, provided that m = 2.
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In view of equations (B-42, B-43, and B-44), equation (B-52) can
be expressed in the following more useful form:
(B-53)
According to equation (B-48), the damping energy (and thus,
excitation power) is proportional to the square of the displacement
amplitude u (and thus, the MF). Then the power is one half of what it
is at resonance when MF = RMF//2. In view of equation (B-45), the half
power magnification factor (HPMF) is related to the damping ratio as
follows :
HPMF = RMF//2 = (2/2 £)~l (B-54)
To determine the two sideband frequencies (to = (u and u> ) cor-
responding to ha l f power, we combine equations (B-44) and (B-54) to
2
obtain the following quadrat ic expression in u) :
(2/2 O2 = [1 - (u>/u>n)2]2 + 4C2
which has the following positive roots:
O* (B-55)
It is interesting to note that equation (B-55) is identical to the analogous
2
expression for the lightly damped Kelvin-Voigt system, i.e. (c/c ) «1.
For small damping (£ «%) ,
""n
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Thus, we get Che following relation between the dimension less bandwidth
and the damping ratio £:
K (B-56)
In the original Kennedy-Pancu method (reference 123), this relationship is
used to determine the damping ratio from the geometry of an experimentally
determined Argand plot (a polar-coordinate plot of response amplitude
versus phase angle).
In terms of the quality factor Q, equation (B-56) may be rewritten
as follows:
(B-57)
It is interesting to note that in order for the half-power frequencies
to be real, the damping ratio £ must be no greater than f2/2 sa 0.707. How-
ever, this is not a severe limitation for actual structural materials .
The potential energy (strain energy) stored in our single-degree-of-
freedom mathematical model is given by:
Q ** (2C)-l
U = d> F du
8








U - k < [ « du = ku2 /2 (B-60)
Combining equations (B-48) and (B-60), we obtain
2nb/k (B-61)
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Using equations (B-41, B-42, B-43), we can rewrite equation (B-61)






The loss tangent is defined as follows for the system considered
here:
g = b/k (B-64)
g " 2C
Inserting equations (B-41, B-42, B-43) into equation (B-64) we
obtain the following useful relationship:
(B-65)
The following useful relationship, which is sometimes taken as a
fundamental definition of damping (ref. 104), is obtained here by
combining equations (B-63) and (B-65):
(B-66)
Taking the derivative of phase angle cp with respect to frequency
U), one obtains the following result from equation (B-37):
g = ( l /2rr)(U d /U)
dep/dto = 2bmuj/[ (k-mu)2)2+b2] (B-67)
At resonance (subscript R), defined by u)=u) ^ /k/m, equation (B-67)
n
becomes:
(dcp/du>)_ = 2mu) /b (B-68)
K n
Combining equations (B-42, B-43, and B-68), we obtain the following
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very useful result:
[u> (dcp/du)) I"1 ! (B-69)
n t\
It is interesting to note that although the MF vs. cu relation,
equation (B-44), is different than the corresponding relation for a Kelvin-
Voigt viscously damped system, equation (B-69) is identical to its cor-
responding relationship for a Kelvin-Voigt system. Equation (B-69) is used
to determine the damping ratio from an experimentally determined Argand
diagram in the improved Kennedy-Pancu method (ref . 124).
The transient solution of the system represented by equation (B-14a)
can be written as follows:
u- = 7J • e~Cu >n t sin ( /T^2 u, t - cp) (B-70)
From its definit ion in equation (B-28), the logarithmic decrement 6
can be determined as follows:
6 = In -— ^ = In e^nT = £u> T (B-71)
e-On(t1+T)
where T is the period of damped oscillation, given by
T = (2nC/u)n)(l-C2)"1/2 (B-72)
Thus, we now have
6 = 2rrC (1'C )2 x - l / 2 (B-73)
2
For small damping (£ «1), equation (B-73) can be replaced by the
following approximate expression:
! 6 w 2nC I (B-74)
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Combining equations (B-65) and (B-74), one obtains the following:
6 = ng (B-75)
In view of equation (B-63) and since the specific energies are
given by;
we have




However, the specific strain energy is
Uy = a /2E (B-78)
A power-law-damping material is defined by equation (B-22).
Combining this relation with equation (B-78), one obtains:
(E (B-79)
Thus, it is clear that £ is independent of stress amplitude only for a
KL (Kimball-Lovell) material (m=2). Then
(B-80)C = E Cd/8TT
g = E Cd/4n
or, in view of equation (B-65),
(B-81)
Furthermore, since the logarithmic decrement of a KL material with
small damping is approximately proportional to the damping ratio as shown
by equation (B-74), the following approximate relation holds:
(B-82)6 «s E Cd/4
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APPENDIX C
DETAILS OF FORMULAS USED IN SECTION II
Cl. Airy Stress Function and the Associated
Stress, Strain, and Displacement Components
Some useful formulas pertaining to analyses carried out in Section
2.3 and 2.5 are summarized as follows. See the main text and the list
of symbols for the definitions of notations used. It is to be noted that
the same formula will apply to fiber as well as matrix regions with ap-
propriate interpretations of the material property values, E and v, etc.,
and choices of terms in the series. For example, in the fiber region,
terms containing negative powers of p must be omitted to prevent a
singularity in stress.
Polar stress components. - Stress components o , afl, and T -. are
given by:
-2 ' 1
0 = a p +2b + 2 b, p cos 9 - 2 a.p"J cos 0
r o o 1 1
a n n - n " 2
n
n=2,3,...









 + b' (n+2) (n-1)
 p"
n] cos n 9 (C-l)
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-2 ' -3
a_ =-a p + 2 b + 6 b, p cos 9 + 2 a.p cos 99 o^ o 1 1
00
+
 I [an n(n-l) pn'2 + bn(n+2) (n+1) pn+a^ n(n+l)p"n '2
I n=2,3 , . . .
' -n-
+ b (n-2)(n-l) p""] cos n 9 (C-2)
1
 -3T
 Q ~ 2 b. p sin 9-2 a^p sin 9
+ T [a n(n-l)pn~2 + b n(n+l)prf^A n n
n=2,3 , . .
-a' n(n+l) p"n"2 - b' n(n-l)p"n] sin n 9 (C-3)
n n




O = a p" cos 2 9 + 2 b + 2 b.p cos 9 - 2 a. 'p cos 3 9
x o ^ o i l
00
-V I a n(n-l)pn"2 cos (n-2) 9 + b (n+1) pn[n cos (n-2) 9L> . \. n n
n=2,3, . , .
- 2 cos n 9] + a1 n(n+l)p"n"2 cos (n+2) 9
+ b ' (n- l)p" n [n cos (n+2) 9 + 2 cos n 9] ) (C-4)
n J
a - -a ft'2 cos 2 9 +2 bQ+ 6 b^ cos 9 + 2 a^p~ cos 3 9
09
+ Y (a n (n-l)pn~2 cos (n-2) 9+b (n+1) p"[n cos (n-2) 9L> I n n
n=2 ,3 , . . .
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+ 2 cos n 9] + a' n(n+l)p~ cos (n+2) 0




 = aop Sln 2 6 ~ 2 biP sin 6 + 2 a]p sin 9 (1-4 cos 9 )
a n*.n-i;fn'2 ' ' ^ n ' ^ ~ n~ 2
n=2,3, . . .
[a (n-l)pn" + b n(n+l)p - a1 n(n+l) p
n n
b', n(n-l)p"n] sin (n+2) 9 (C-6)
n
Rectangular displacement components. - Displacement components u
and v are given by:
E (l+v)"1(u/R)=-a p"1 cos 9 + 2 b (l-2v)p cos 9
- bLp2 [3+4 (1+v)] cos 2 9 + a[p"2 cos 2 9
oo
+ ] |-a np cos (n-1) 9 + b p [-n cos (n-1) 9
n=2 ,3 , . . .
+ 2 (l-2v) cos (n+1) 9 - 2 sin n 9 sin 9]
+ a1 np"0"1 cos (n+1) 9
+ b^p"n+1 [n cos (n+1) 9+2 (l-2v) cos (n-1) 9
+ 2 sin n 9 sin 9] } (C-7)
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E (l-fv)"1(v/R)= -aQp"1 sin 9 + 2 bo(l-2v)p sin 9 + 4 blP2(l-v) sin 2 9
OB
+ ajp" sin 2 9 + Y |an np""1 sin (n-1) 9
n=2,3,...
+ bnpn+1[ n sin (n-1) 9 + 2 (l-2v) sin (n+1) 9-1-2 sinn 9cos9]
+ a' np"11"1 sin (n+1) 9
+ b'p"n+1 [n sin (n+1) 9-2 (l-2v) sin (n-1) 9-2 sin n 9 cos 9 ](•
n J
(C-8)
C2. Details of Formulas Used in Section 2.6
Dirichlet torsion function ¥ (p.9) (i-f.m). - Torsion functions
Y and Y that satisfy Laplace equation in the fiber and matrix regions,
respectively are assumed to be:
OB
Yf(p,9) = a + Y a, pk cos k 9 (C-9)
O £j K
oo
fm(p,9) = b + Y (b pk + b p"k) cos k 9 (C-10)
Relationships among fiber-region and matrix-region coefficients a
and b .- For the nth element, the distance of the fiber from the origin is




dY f/dn = dVm/dn
(C-ll)
On the interface C..,p=l, hence, equations (C-ll) becomes
X(a +Y a. cos k 9) = b +7 (b. +b .) cos k 9
o LJ k o L> k -k
k=l ,2 , . . . k=l ,2 , . . .
Z d c o s 9)
y k a, cos k 9 = y k (b - b . ) cos k
k=l ,2 , . . . k-1,2,...
(C-12)
(C-13)
Equating the coefficients of cos k 9 in equations (C-12 and 13), we
have:
[bo + <X-D(HO/2] /X









Inter-element boundary conditions between the n-th and (n-H)-th
elements . - On the inter-face boundary C2 where £ = (2 n-1) u, the
local coordinate systems [p,.x, O/.v ] ,[|/ .\ , TL .-> ] (1=1, 2, ...n) are inter-
related as
p(n)=p(n+l) ' 9(n) = " ' 9(n+l) ' \u)' ^ 5(n)
(C-16)
Thus the boundary conditions = Y ,lNand M ^(n) (n+1) (n;
which warrant the displacement continuity and stress equilibrium on C_
become, respectively:
2
 Xl(dHu) p'n) cos 9(n) (C-17)
and
(k
-1) G^-X^^j1 cos (k+l) 9(n)]
-22\1u p cos 2 9(n) (C-18)
Shear stress formulas. - The shear stresses T ,T (i=f,m) in
the fiber and matrix regions of the n-th element are calculated from
equations (79 and 80) (Section 2.6) as follows:
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K.~" J. ) £.
 9 • • ,
bk ' - p ' Sin
V k-1
= - ) k a, p cos (k-1) 9 + 5 (C-20)L J k K / a
+ (X,d)p" 2 sin 2 9 - 11 (C-21)
k bk[pk~ l cos (k-1) 9 - J^p"1*"1 cos (k+1) 9 ]
p"2 cos 2 9 + I (C-22)
Torslonal rigidity calculations for the nth element. - The torsional
rigidity D, ^ for the n-th element is calculated from equation (83 and 84)
as
120
D(n) / (Gm r > = X (2 W + (2 (C-23)
where
R2 = JJ dT] = TT
R = JJ Ym dP dT]
m
(C-24)
= b ( 4 u 6 - n) + b, [(4/3)
o i ( 1 - 6 ) + X. (n - arctan 6) ]i
Z bk
k=4 ,6 , . . .
k=4,6 , . . .


















sec 9 cos k 9 d9
[(k-m+2)/2]
^y y <-i)l—> t->
m=l n=l
k-1 [(k-2nri-3)/2]










C3. Details of Formulas Used in Section 2.7
Saint-Venant flexural function \ (p,9) (i=f>ni).- Flexural functions
\ and x that satisfy the Laplace equation in the respective fiber and
matrix regions are assumed in series form as follows:
f V k
X (P»e> = aP cos k 9
k=l,3
Xm(p,9) (bkpk + cos k 9
k=l,3
> (C-26)
Note that in equations (C-26), coefficients with even-numbered
subscripts are zero due to the anti-symmetry condition with respect to
the TV-axis.
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Relationships among fiber-region and matrix-region coefficients.
a. and b,. - In view of the displacement-continuity and the stress-
equilibrium requirements at the fiber-matrix interface, where p = 1,
a. are related to b, , on substitution of eq. (C-26) into eqs. (109 and
K K





+ b_k (k = 1,3,...)
(k = 5,7,...)
- (X - 1) (3+2 v)M
Xa, = b - b + (X - DM
•j Z — Z
Equation (C-27) may be solved for a. and b in terms of b to yield:








where \. is as defined in eq. (C-15).
Longitudinal thickness-shear stiffness S,.,.. - In view of notations
in eq. (106), the longitudinal thickness-shear stiffness expression, eq.
(120), may be written as
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4 6
 U / 3 ] / P ' (C-29)
where
" - (2/3) 6u4 [0(62-1) -2 62]
jA). + JJ
m
II. ft'< -1tan" 5 - (n/4) + uV(6~ lH
m
tan"^)] -1
- t a n 6 ) + ^n - 26/( l+6)]
• . t an - f i TT/2
J G (9) d6 + 4
-1tan 6
G (9) d9
(bj/4) u sec20 + (b3/6) <a sec 9) 6 cos 0 cos 3 9
sec
cos 9 cos k 9
6 esc 0) cb.Q
csc
(C-30)
CdH-3)-1 <u6 csc 9)k+3
csc
• cos 9 cos k
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APPENDIX D
EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATION ON THE
DAMPING BEHAVIOR OF A BORON FIBER
In the damping analysis of a monofilament composite, it was found that
the loss tangent gg,, associated with the in-plane Young's modulus is re-
lated to the volume fractions, stiffness ratio, and the loss tangents of
the. constituent materials by the equation, [eq. (156)]
g = (X1 V g -I- V g )/(\' V + V )
Ell f Ef m Em f
In the case of boron-epoxy composite, the stiffness ratio \' is usually of
the order of 120; whereas the loss tangent of boron is expected to be about
one-tenth that of epoxy. The complete omission of the contribution of
the boron fibers to the damping of the composite will then lead to a com-
posite loss tangent which is unreasonably low.
Unfortunately, so far as known to the authors, no experimental data
dealing with the damping behavior of boron material alone are available
in the literature. In view of this, a crude exploratory experiment was
carried out on an Avco 4.5-mil-diameter boron fiber in order to assess
roughly the order of magnitude of damping in the boron material. A boron-
fiber cantilever with a concentrated mass attached at its tip was deflected
a certain prescribed distance and then released to oscillate in the vertical
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plane. The profile of the oscillation was recorded by a 16-mm motion-picture
camera (set at 64 frames per second) until the motion of the fiber decays
and returns to its initial equilibrium position. The decaying sinusoidal
motion of the concentrated mass at the fiber tip is then reconstructed from
the frame-by-frame observation of the film. The experiment was repeated
several times with different initial deflections.
The logarithmic decrement was obtained from the displacement versus
time plots of the fiber tip (figure D-l) and then related to the loss
tangent using eq. (B-75) from Appendix B. Averages of several runs were
summarized as in figure D-2, where logarithmic decrements 6 based on the
number of cycles elapsed were calculated for three cases with initial
deflections equal to 1.5, 1.0, and 0.5 inch, respectively. These curves
show clearly the amplitude dependency of the logarithmic decrement which
is attributed mainly to the air damping. In view of the air damping which
predominated, the loss tangent at small deflections, as estimated from
this experiment, is of the order of 0.02 to 0.05, which is roughly ten
times that of the estimated loss tangent for boron in vacuum (see Section IV)
It is concluded that, in order to assess the material damping of a boron
fiber, the experiment must be carried out in vacuum to eliminate the




The computer program for computing the stiffnesses and the
associated loss tangents consists of one lead-in program and ten
subroutine programs.
The lead-in program is concerned with the input of the material
data, calling of each subprogram, and the output of the computed
results.
The input data consist of various pertinent material data
such as Young's modulus, shear modulus, Poisson's ratio, and their
respective loss tangents for specific frequencies as listed in Tables
V-IX.
Each subprogram is concerned with the calculation of a
specific stiffness and associated loss tangent based on the input
data. For example, subprogram COMPE11 calculates the major Young's
modulus En and the associated loss tangent gg .
Each subprogram is designed to accomplish three functions:
1. Generation of the parameters necessary for solution,
2. Evaluation of the stiffness, and
3. Evaluation of the loss tangent.
The program was written in FORTRAN IV language as prescribed
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in IBM System Reference Library Form C-28-6274-3.
A complete listing of the computer program is presented at
the end of this report.
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TABLE III. COMPARISONS OF POISSON FLEXURAL STIFFNESS




























TABLE IV. COMPARISONS OF IN-PLANE LONGITUDINAL SHEAR MODULUS AND
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(a) Monofilament composite










Fi.gure 2. Uniaxial loading of a typical composite element
in the longitudinal direction.
215
Figure 3. L o n g i t u d i n a l shear loading of a typica l composite c lement ,
m
^-TWV»<
(a) ( b )
Figure- 4. Transverse tension loading of a typical composite element
(a) Pure bending of a typical element
dy
(b) One-quarter cross section




Figure 6. Transverse flexural loading of a typical monofilament composite
element.
218
OOP OOP O OO
n th element (n-H)-th element Nth element
-\
\
Figure 7. Torsional loading of a monofilament composite layer.
219
(a) Tip loading of a monofilament beam
(b) Cross-sectional view
Figure 8. Tip loading of a monofilament composite
element.
22C
(a) Transverse thickness-shear loading
(b) Equilibrium of stresses in a
typical strip
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Figure 12. Flexural stiffness efficiency.
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Figure 14. Comparisons of Prandtl torsion
function (0x10^ ) of a square
matrix with a circular insert.
Remarks; Numbers at the mesh
points denote the values of
x^l(A obtained by Ely and
?ienkiewics (ref. 75) and
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Figure B-2. Many-element vlscoelastic models.
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(o) ELLIPTICAL HYSTERESIS LOOP
(b) POINTED-END,STRAIGHT-SIDED HYSTERESIS LOOP













Figure B-4. Effect of damping on magnification factor,












Figure B-5, Effect of damping on half-power-point frequency









Figure B-6. Concept of complex modulus and loss angle.
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Figure D-2. Logarithmic decrement versus cycles for
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